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Statement of the Problem.—This thesis is a study of the individual
cases of twenty children who are pupils in the Big Zion Elementary School,
Kenansville, North Carolina, and who have been reported most frequently for
corrective discipline over a period of four years, 1940-44, by the teachers
in the school. As this study will show, these children and others like them
are in great need of intelligent guidance. How to help them and to insure
their usefulness as responsible citizens in the future are challenging prob¬
lems, the solutions of which require careful study and scientific analysis.
This study proposes^ then, to ansv/er the foUowdng five questions!
1. What are the complaints which the teachers made against these
children?
2. What are some of the general factors or conditions which may





3. Vifhat measures v/ere used by the parents and teachers in dealing
with these children and their problems?
4. Yifhat are the complaints, excuses or reasons given by the children
themselves for their undesirable behavior?
5. On the basis of the data presented in this study, what recommenda¬
tions may be suggested to help these children and other children
who present problems similar to those of the pupils in this study?
Pertinent Studies.—In a study of behavior problems of children conducted
in the two elementary schools in Minneapolis and Cleveland, Wickman,^ by
means of a rating schedule, secured the individual and combined opinions of
1




the teachers in the Cleveland and Minneapolis schools on what constituted un¬
desirable behavior.
The twenty-seven teachers in the Cleveland school who reported on this
questionnaire submitted a list of 428 items of behavior problems which they
had encountered in their professional experience. Fi/hen duplications were
eliminated, there were 185 separate items of undesirable behavior, classified
in seven major groups, each containing sub-classifications, namely: violations
of general school regiilatlons, violations of general standards of morality
and integrity, transgressions against authority, violations of classroom rules,
and violations of school work requirements, difficulties with other children,
and undesirable personality traits. With respect to the foregoing list, it
is significant to observe that, with some differences in terminology, the items
of problem behavior reported by the teachers in the Minneapolis school covered
all of the seven major groups and their subheadings in the list for the Cleve¬
land school. There is only one major exception, however. The list prepared
by the teachers in Minneapolis contains no items describing the "dissatisfied"
or "unhappy" child; but this exception is negligible inasmuch as both of those
items were declared only once and by the same teacher in the Cleveland school.^
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Paynter and Blanchard made a study in 1950 of the factors underlying
the misbehavior of 330 children in a public school of Los Angeles, California.
Poor training and discipline occupied first place among the contributing
factors. Also, they found that broken homes contributed in 40 per cent of
the cases of maladjustment. These same authors found in a similar study that




R. H. Paynter and P. Blanchard, A Study of the Educational Achievement
of Problem Childxen (New York, 1932), p. 61.
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An abstract of Young's^ study reveals that the elementary schools in New
Haven, Connecticut, reported 1150 behavior problem children, about 10 per cent
of the children enrolled in these schools. Talking without permission and dis¬
obedience ranked high among the behavior problems.
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Blatz and Bott studied the behavior of 843 pupils in one public school
in Indiana, and reported that the number of misdemeanors for boys decreased as
the intelligence quotients increased. For the girls the niimber of conduct
disorders were about the same for the different levels of Intelligence. There
were, however, slight decreases for the girls in cases where the Intelligence
quotient was above 110. The number of cases was the same for the two sexes.
5Cutts and Moseley stated that there were seven main causes of undesira¬
ble behavior, namely: (1) The child’s family and environment, (2) his own
temperament, (3) his physical condition, (4) his emotional and social status,
(5) his mental ability, (6) his educational background, and (7) his occupa¬
tions and interests. Each of these, alone or in combination, may affect be¬
havior.
Because there are causes for misbehavior and because the child with defi¬
nite behavior problems must somehow be corrected or guided, there has been
considerable discussion on the proper methods of corrections and the motives
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behind such action. According to Tiegs and Katz, the real motives given by
parents and teachers for inflicting corporal p-unishment were the following;
1 ^
M. I. Young, "Behavior Problems of Elementary School Children: A des¬
criptive and comparative study". Psychological Abstracts, 1938, Vol. XII,
p. 669.
2
W. F. Blatz,and E. A. Bott, Studies in Mental Hygiene of Children (New
York, 1927), pp. 352-355.
3
N. E. Cutts, and N. Moseley, Practical School Discipline and Mental
Hygiene (New York, 1941), p. 127.
E. W. Tiegs, and B. Katz, Mental Hygiene in Education (New York, 1941)
pp, 208-209,
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1. Releasing the emotional tension built up by inability to handle
the problem more adequately.
2. Getting even with the child for disobeying or committing some
other offense.
5. Actual enjoyment in making others suffer.
4. Releasing an emotional tension which arises from recognizing in
a child tendencies which an individual dislikes in himself (pro¬
jection) .
5. Ignorance of the causes of these conflicts and better methods
of treatment.
Cutts and Moseley stated that certain punishments wisely used were safe
and effective. The most emphatic reservation, however, about the use of punish¬
ment is that it should not be severe or cruel or humiliating.^ The same author
stated that children’s behavior may be a sign of maladjustment, and merely to
punish the behavior without trying to find the caiise v/as not only ineffective
in the long run but actually dangerous to the future mental health of the
individiial. Removal, sending to the principal, deprivation, recitification,
and reparation seem most nearly to fulfill the theoretical ideals of usable
punishments. Scolding, threats, detention after-school, corporal punishment,
extra work, fines, lowered standing, shaming or forced apology, suspension or
2
exp\alsion—^are all more or less open to objection.
The program Cutts and Moseley recommend for the promotion of better be¬
havior is sixfold. It includes:
1. Establishing friendly relations wdth a child.
2. Helping him to make desirable friendships with other
children.
3. Providing success by adjusting his work to his achieve¬
ment and ability.




4. Cultivating his interests.
5. Giving him responsibility.
6. Giving him praise.
This sixfold program for promoting better behavior is most effective when
the teacher is able to adopt it to fit the specific needs of an individxial
child.^
A rather different note is struck by Jensen, who believes that the home,
if of the best type, does more for the child than ai^ other agency to promote
a happy, contented and successful life; if not of the best type, it leaves
the child with more and more behavior problems and makes future membership
in the larger groups of school and society a matter of grave' concern. This
author also recommends religious elements as a means of giving meaning and
security to a child.
Setting of the Study.—Kenansville, North Carolina, is a typical small
southern community of approximately 1500 people. About 700 of this popula-
f
tion are Negroes. This community has four stores, a bank, a post office,
a jail, a courthoxise, and a public health department. It is situated in the
eastern part of the state. The nearest large cities in North Carolina to
Kenansville are Raleigh, 95 miles; Durham, 125 miles; Charlotte, 200 miles;
Greensboro, 160 miles; and Winston-Salem, 200 miles.
The chief occupational opportunities for Negroes in Kenansville are farm¬
ing and domestic vrark. The social life for the Negroes of the community de¬
pends largely upon two activities: going to church and socializing in "juke
joints." With respect to the religious opportunities for Negroes in Kenans¬




A. S. Jensen, Psychology of Child Behavior (New York, 1938), pp. 449-450.
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The Negro population in the Big Zion district of Kenansville is served
by one three teacher Elementary School, the Big Zion Elementary School, a
one story frame structure with three classrooms in nihich instruction for the
first six grades is given. As far as rural school buildings go. Big Zion
might be described as respectable in size, appointment, and appearance.
Method of Procedure.—^Twenty pupils were selected in the Big Zion Ele¬
mentary School on the basis of the number of times complaints were registered
against them over a period of four years. In selecting these pupils, the
writer examined the records of fifty-eight children and ranked them according
to the frequency of each teacher's complaints against the child's behavior.
The twenty children having the highest frequency of complaints were used in
this study.
For a case study, twenty pupils seemed to be adeq\iate, then too, as one
may see in Table 1 of Chapter II, out of the 1024 times the entire group of
58 was reported, the 20 selected cases were responsible for 752 complaints or
almost 75 per cent of the total complaints.
These pupils were visited at their homes, closely observed, tested, and
interviewed for the purpose of obtaining information concerning them and
their problems.
Two tests were used, namely; The Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability
to secure the mental ability of each member of the group, and the Metropolitan
Achievement Test to ascertain the educational achievement of the cases under
study. A copy of each of these tests may be fotind in the Appendix.
Moreover, because it gives a clear picture of the child's health, family
bacxCgro-und, education, social and personal habits, data on the North Carolina
Cumulative Record, a record in use at the school, was used in this study. A
copy of this record may be seen in the Appendix.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introductory Statement.—^Although this study is concerned mainly with a
consideration of each of the twenty pupils selected from the Big Zion Ele¬
mentary School, it is felt that an analysis of the data for the group as a
whole would be of benefit in understanding the case discussions.
In order to present the data from these pupils, a number of tables have
been prepared.
Frequency of Complaints for a Group of Fifty-eight.—^In order to select
the twenty pupils most frequently reported over a period of four years in
the Big Zion Elementary School, it was found necessary to list the group of
fifty-eight pupils enrolled in the school, and to rank them according to
their frequency of undesirable behavior occurrences.
Table 1 presents the number of undesirable behavior problem occurrences
for the 58 pupils in Big Zion Elementary School over a period of four years.
Table 1 reveals that the freqiiency of complaints ranges from 2 through 50.
The total number of complaints for the group of fifty-eight pupils was 1024
and the mean average for the group was 17.66. The twenty pupils whose be¬
havior problem scores were the highest were selected as the subjects for
this study.
Frequency of the Behavior Occurrences for the Twenty Selected Pupils.—
The twenty pupils who were selected were also ranked according to their fre¬
quency of behavior problem occurrences. Table 2 presents the offenses re¬
ported for each of the twenty selected pupils. It may be noted in Table 2
that the twenty selected cases were responsible for 752, or almost 75 per
cent of the 1024 times the entire group of fifty-eight was reported. This
group of tv/enty is not made up of all boys, for there are eight girls among
7
8
the twenty siibjects selected. The total number of offenses for the selected
group was 752, with a frequency range of 16 through 50. The mean score of
the distribution was 37.6,
TABLE 1
THE NUI'ffiER OF REPORTED BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS FOR EACH OF THE 58 PUPILS
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NUMBER OF OFFENSES REPORTED FOR EACH OF THE 20
PUPILS SELECTED FROM THE BIG ZION
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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The Total Nxiiaber of Times Each Complaint Occurred For the Fifty-Eight
Pupils in Big Zion Elementary School,—The records of the fifty-eight pvipils
enrolled in the school were checked and scored according to the freq-uency
of behavior problem occurrences reported. The number of times each complaint
was reported against the fifty-eight pupils is presented in Table 3, On
examining Table 5, it may be seen that lying was the most frequent and bullying
the least frequent of the vaidous complaints listed. It is significant to
note that the first three complaints—lying, disinterest in school work, and
cheating make up over one-fourth of the total complaints about the fifty-eight
pupils.
Table 3
NUMBER OF TIMES EACH COMPLAINT WAS REPORTED AGAINST
THE 58 PUPILS IN THE BIG ZION ELEIvIENTARY SCHOOL
Complaints Frequency'
Lying 203
Disinterest in School Work 123
Cheating 116









Classification of Behavior Under Each Complaint.—^In order to make clear¬
er to one the meaning of each item of behavior in Table 3, the following
11
statements are given to show how the writer classified behavior under each of
the problems:
1. Lying.—Under this head we considered the act of not telling the
truth in order to get what playmates had, to gain attention, or to escape
pimishment.
2. Disinterest in School Work.—This heading referred to the child's be¬
havior 7/hich led the teachers to feel that he was not paying attention to the
work being carried on in class.
3. Cheating.—Under this.head trickeiy, fraud or deception in reference
to school work—such as tests, recitations and the preparation of papers—
were considered.
4. Eating in School.—^This caption was used for the complaints of eating
during class or study periods.
5. Temper Outbursts.—^This complaint referred to crying, abusive languag(
or the types of behavior which the teachers considered to be manifestations
of anger.
6. Timidity.—This heading referred to the behavior of the child that
led the teacher to be concerned about him because of his apparent unwilling¬
ness to recite in class, to talk to the teacher after class, or to play with
the other pupils at recess.
7. Stealing,—Taking property that belonged to others was listed under
this heading.
8. Fighting r—^Thls complaint was made against the child who started a
fight with other children.
9. Unpopularity with Children.—^This caption was used to refer to those
children who were avoided by others and who seemed to have few, if any.
friends
12
10. Unneceesary Tardiness.—^In this case each child's tardiness record
was examined. If his tardiness was unexcused, it was termed unnecessary.
11. Sex-offenses.—Under this heading masturbation, homo-sexual acts,
obscene . notes and language, and petting between the sexes were considered.
12. Bullying.—Consideration is given here to the children who attempt¬
ed to dominate their playmates by physical force and abusive language, or to
pick quarrels with smaller children,
TIBLE 4
NUMBER OF TllffiS EACH COIiIPLAINT OCCURRED FOR THE
GROUP OF 20 PUPILS SELECTED FROM THE
BIG ZION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Complaints Frequency
Lying 161





Unpopular with Children 43





The Total Niimber of Times Each Complaint Occurred for The Twenty Se-
Selected Pupils.—^The complaints about or against the twenty selected pupils
were classified and scored according to the frequency of behavior problem
occurrences. Table 4 shows the number of times each complaint registered for
the group of twenty selected pupils. Certain similarities and differences
13
between Table 3 and Table 4 may be noted. In both instances, lying led the
list. UlTaile timidity is lov;est in the record of the twenty pupils, bully¬
ing is the low'est in the record for the group of fifty-eight. It is im¬
portant also to note that bullying was reported 32 times for the total group,
and the same nuraber of times for the tvirenty pupils.
Ghronolofiiical Ages of Pupils.—The age for each child in the class was
computed according to his nearest birthday. The ages range from 10 to 17
years. Age data are presented in Table 5. On examining this Table it may
be seen that over one-half of the twenty pupils fall between the ages of 11
and 12. Seventy-five per cent of the boys considered in this study fall in
the ages 11 and 12, and only one-third of the girls are in this age limit.
The remaining one-third of the boys fall in the ages of 13, 14, and 17 yearsj
whereas the remaining girls fall in the ages of 13 and 14 years.
TABLE 5
THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGE FOR EACH OF THE 20 PUPILS
SELECTED FROM BIG ZION ELEfyiENTARI SCHOOL
Each Child
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17




































Total Pupils 1 7 4 3 3 0 1 1
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Grade-Level of Each Pupil According to Their School Progress.—^The North
Carolina Cumulative Record was again checked along with the Individual register
of each teacher to ascertain the grade of each pupil. The grade-level for
each of the twenty pupils selected is presented in Table 6. It is significant
to note in Table 6 that of the pupils in the fourth grade, four are boys and
three are girls; and for the sixth grade the distribution is equal, for there
are three boys and three girls.
TABLE 6
GRADE-LEVEL FOR EACH OF THE 20 PUPILS SELECTED
FROM THE BIG ZION ELEfilENTARI SCHOOL
Pupils





R. B. 16 X
A. B. 50 X




R. D. 40 X
H. L. D. 50 X
A. F. 20 X
£• tT • 19 X
p. j. 45 X
C. McI. 22 X
S. M. 49 X
F. M. 29 X
W. 0. 28 X
M. S. 28 X
£)• S* 41 X
C• J*« S« 47 X
D. W. 49 X
H. W. 58 X
B. W. 48 X
P. W. 46 X
Total 752 7 7 6
Age-Grade Status of The Twenty Pupils in This Study.—^The ages and grades
of each pupil were taken from the records on file in the school. The age of
each pupil was computed to his nearest birthday. The age-grade status of
each of the twenty selected pupils is presented in Table 7. On examinix^ this
table it may be seen that the greater number of children of any one age is 11,
15
and in this group we find a total of seven. Of this nmber of 11 year old
pupils, four are in the fourth grade, two are in the fifth grade and one is
in the sixth grade.
TABLE 7
AGE-GRADE STATUS OF THE 20 PUPILS SELECTED
FROM THE BIG ZION ELEilENTARY SCHOOL
Age* Grades in Schoolfi^
Fourth Fifth Sixth Total
10 1 1
11 4 2 1 7
12 1 2 1 4
13 1 2 5
14 1 1 1 3
15 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 1 1
17 0 1 0 6
Total 7 7 6 20
*Age - computed to nearest birthday.
#Grade - according to school standard.
Reports Given by Each Teacher For Each Child Over a Period of Four
Years.—^The record of each teacher was observed and checked for the purpose
of determining how many times each child was reported by each teacher over a
period of four years. The number of offenses reported by each of the three
teachers for each of the twenty pupils studied is presented in Table 8. On
reading Table 8 from left to right, it may be seen that teacher X, the fourth
grade teacher, reported a total of 216 offenses, and that the total number
reported by teacher Y, the fifth grade teacher, was 247. A difference of
31 more offenses was reported by teacher Y for the fifth grade than by teacher
X for the fourth grade. Another way of comparing the reports of teacher X
16
and teacher Y is that when the records of the two v/ere correlated by the
Spearman Rank Order method, the coefficient turned out to be /.27, which
means that there was very little agreement in their reports.
TABLE 8
THE NUMBER OF OFFENSES REPORTED BY THE THREE TEACHERS FOR
EACH OF THE TWEI'ITY PUPILS OVER A PERIOD OF FOUR YEARS
IN THE BIG ZION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Pupils Total Number of Times Reported
Teacher X Teacher Y Teacher Z Total
R. B. 2 6 8 16
A. B. 10 12 28 50
R • Ii • B • 10 30 4 44
N. L. B. 20 4 24 48
R. D. 10 13 17 40
H. L. D. 13 21 16 50
A. F. 4 8 8 20
E. J. 8 3 8 19
P. J. 19 2 24 45
C. McI. 11 9 2 22
S. M. 20 8 21 49
F. M. 10 13 6 29
W. 0. 0 19 9 28
M. S. 7 9 12 28
B • S • 12 17 12 41
C a J • S • 8 19 20 47
D. W, 20 13 16 49
H. W. 11 9 18 38
B. W. 6 17 20 43
P. W. 15 15 16 46
Total 216 1 247 289 752
Teacher Z the sixth grade teacher, reported 289 offenses. This number
of offenses comprises a difference of 42 more offenses for the sixth grade
than for the fifth; it also comprises a difference of 73 more offenses for
the sixth than for the fourth grade. TiVhen the report of teacher Z was cor¬
related with teacher X, the coefficient was /«39. IKhen the reports of
teacher Z and Y were correlated, the coefficient was /.13. These results
indicate very little agreement betyreen each pair of teachers.
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Twelve Types of Complaints and the Number of Times Regiatered Against
Each Child.—^The report of each teacher In the school was observed and each
complaint was listed. In listing the complaints, it was found that there were
twelve types of complaints affecting the progress of the school situation. One
may see in Table 9, the 12 types of complaints and the nmber of times these
complaints were registered against each child. It is of value to notice that
lying, disinterest in school work, cheating and temper outbursts were most fre¬
quently reported. Ihereas, timidity and unnecessary tardiness were the least
frequently reported. The scores in this table range from 16 through 50, and
the total for all the offenses is 762.
TABLE 9
THE NUIJBER OF TIMES EACH COIMPLAINT WAS REPORTED AGAINST
EACH OF THE 20 PUPILS SELECTED FROM THE BIG ZION
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Pupils Stealing bOGl>» Fighting Temper Outbursts Unpopular withChild. Cheatin£: Disinter¬ estin SchoolVifork SexOf¬ fenses Timiditv Eatingin School Bullying Unnecessary Tardiness Totals
R. B. 0 1 0 0 5 7 0 0 2 1 0 0 16
A. B. 0 2 8 6 0 6 3 0 6 5 10 5 50
R. L. B. 5 8 3 4 0 5 0 4 4 8 0 3 44
N. L. B. 15 15 2 3 3 5 2 2 0 1 0 0 48
R. D. 0 8 0 9 6 0 7 4 0 3 0 3 40
H. L. D. 1 11 6 0 0 7 0 5 5 5 10 0 50
A. F. 0 5 0 0 0 6 7 0 0 2 0 0 20
E. J. 0 7 3 0 0 3 4 0 0 2 0 0 19
P. J. 9 10 8 8 8 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 45
C. McI. 0 6 1 0 0 5 8 0 2 0 0 0 22
S. M. 10 10 0 8 5 8 0 4 2 2 0 0 49
F. M. 0 8 0 0 0 10 10 1 0 0 0 0 29
W. 0. 0 10 0 0 0 0 12' 0 0 0 0 6 28
M. S. 5 6 0 8 4 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 28
]£ • 3 » 8 7 10 5 3 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 41
C • J* • S • 2 8 1 2 1 2 15 0 5 1 6 4 47
D. W. 5 14 2 10 4 5 0 0 2 4 0 3 49
H. W. 0 5 1 0 0 8 10 0 2 4 4 4 38
B. W. 0 10 0 0 0 6 8 16 1 2 0 1 43
P. W. 0 10 10 10 4 2 6 0 0 2 2 0 46
Total 60 161 55 73 43 89 99 40 28 43 32 29 752
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Per Cent of Each Offense for Each Child.—The total number of reported
offenses of each child was secured, together with the per cent of each offense
for the child. These data may be seen in Table 10, On examining Table 10,
it may be seen that each child has a greater percentage of his total per cent
in lying than in any other one offense,
TABLE 10
. THE PER CENT OF EACH OFFENSE OF THE TOTAL NUJJIBER
OF OFFENSES FOR EACH OF THE 20 PUPILS SELECTED
FROM BIG ZION ELEtffiNTARY SCHOOL
Pupils Stealing Lying Fighting Temper Outbursts JJnpopular withChild. Cheating Disinter¬ estin SchoolWorl SexOf¬ fenses Timidity Eatingin School Bullying Unnecessary Tardiness Totals
!
R, B, ,00 .06 .00 .00 .31 .44 .00 .00 .12 .06 .00 .00 99
A. B, ,00 .04 .16 .12 . .00 .12 .06 .00 .10 .10 .20 .10 100
R* Xj vB • ,11 .18 .07 .09 .00 .U .00 .09 .09 .18 .00 .07 99
N, L,B, ,31 .31 .04 .06 .06 .10 .04 .04 .00 .02 .00 .00 98
R, D. ,00 .20 .00 .22 .15 .00 .18 .10 .00 .07 .00 .07 99
H, l,d:. ,02 .20 .12 .00 .00 .14 .00 .10 .10 .10 .20 .00 98
A. F, ,00 .25 .00 ,00 .00 .30 .35 .00 .00 .10 .00 .00 100
R • J • ,00 .37 .16 .00 .00 .16 .21 .00 .00 .10 .00 .00 100
p, j. ,20 .22 .18 .18 .18 .00 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100
C, McI, ,00 .27 .04 .00 .00 .23 .36 .05 .00 .05 .00 .00 100
S, M, ,20 .20 .00 .16 .10 .16 .00 .08 .04 .04 .00 .00 98
F, M, ,00 .28 .00 .00 .00 .34 .34 .03 .00 .OG .00 .00 99
W, 0, ,00 .36 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .43 .00 .oc .00 .21 100
M, S, .18 .21 .00 .28 .14 .07 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 98
£1 • S • ,20 .17 .24 .12 .07 .05 .05 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 100
C, J,S. .04 .16 .02 .04 .02 .04 .32 .00 .11 .02 .13 .09 99
D, W, .10 .50 .04 ,20 .08 .10 .00 .00 .04 .08 .00 .06 100
H, W, .00 .13 .03 .00 .00 .21 .26 .00 .05 .11 .10 .10 99
B, W, .00 .23 .00 .00 .00 .14 .19 .35 .02 .0£ .00 .02 100
P, W, .00 .22 .22 .22 .09 .04 .13 .00 .00 .04 .04 .00 100
CHAPTER III
C^SE STUDIES
General Nature of Case Studies
Each child is to be discussed from the following categories:I.Complaints the Teachers Made Arainst the Child.
A. Total Number of Complaints
B. Types of Complaints
C. Most Frequent ComplaintsII.General Factors or Conditions liVhich May Fave Contributed
in Some Way to These Undesirable Types of Behavior.
A. Socio-economic Status
B. Hiysical Condition




3. Intelligence QuotientIII.Measures Used by Parents and Teachers to Help the Child and
Others Like Them.IV.Excuses or Reasons Given by the Child for His Undesirable
Behavior.V.Suggested Recommendations.
Case 1
Code Name: P. B. Age: 13 Sex: Female Grade: Fifth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—During a period of four years,
R. B. ha8”^een complained 'agairrs't“IB“l;imes. In Table 9 it may be seen that
she was reported for lying, unpopularity with children, cheating, timidity,
and eating in school. The most frequent complaint against her was that of
lying.
II. General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to thes¥ vindesirabTe types of^'eHavTor.--(A) Socio-economic status. —The
parents of R. B. are very affectionate toward her and in a great many in¬
stances she is made to feel that she is the center of attraction. As the
youngest of a group of six she has always been looked out for and her part
tadcen by other members,of the family. She has been relieved of all home
duties and responsibilities because her parents said that the other children
were older and more able to do what needs to be done. The parents impress the
writer as being selfish and stingy. They stay at home and keep their children
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home most of the time unless they go to town or church. R. B. attends
church and Sunday School regularly at the Holiness Church, perhaps because
her mother is a member of that denomination.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed
that R. B. had defective vision, poor hearing, and enlarged tonsils. She
had a slight speech defect at times.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that R. B. Was above the average of her class in reading, vocabulary, and
arithmetic fundamentals. She had a mental age of 10 years and 5 months, as
revealed by the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability, and an I. Q. of 76.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—With
respect to solving her problems, R. B. has received very little assistance
from her parents. They think too m^lch of her to find fault with anything
she does. They have even become resentful at times when the teachers tried
to teilk to them about R. B.'s problems. The parents told the teachers that
R. B. had never misbehaved at home.
The teachers have discussed R. B.*s problems with herj they have talked
with her parents, shipped and abused her, and at one time she was sent home.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable be¬
havior.—^R. B. said that she behaves as she does, because she is hectored by
the other children; that they prevent her from leading games; and that be¬
cause she resents all this, the children have formed a dislike for her. Fur¬
thermore, she declared that her classmates tell her she is "dumb"; thus she
is eager to get most of her work if she hg.s to cheat or copy it from books.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(l) The parents of R. B. should be in¬
structed, helped or guided in regards to rearing her. (2) The parents should
have R. B.'s physical defects corrected as soon as possible. (3) The members
of her family should give her less attention, permit her to assume her part
of the responsibility in the home, and send her to school reg^ilarly. Her
tendency to cheat is perhaps the result of her dependency in the home.
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Case 2
Code Name: E. J. Age; 12 Sex; Male Grade; Fourth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—^In a period of four years, there
were 19 complaints against E. J. It may be seen in Table 9 that he was re¬
ported for lying, fighting, cheating, disinterest in school work and eating
in school. His most frequent complaint was that of lying,
II. General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic Status.—A
personal interview with E, J.’s parents revealed that he was an unwanted child
in the family. His parents had three girls and wanted two morej but to their
regret, E. J. was born. The father complained about E. J. and said he had
been a niiisance from the very first day he was born.
The parents do not belong to any church, nor do they attend any church.
E. J, has never been to Sunday School. He is allowed to visit in the neighbor¬
hood or rove about through-the community. The father has been discharged two
or three times from, his jobs because he was caught practicing dishonesty. The
mother spends much of her time visiting, drinking in "juke joints", and gossip¬
ing.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed that
E. J.*s health has been very poor from his birth. He had defective tonsils,
weak eyes, frequent tooth aches and was extremely nervous.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that E. J. was above the average of his class in reading, arithmetic funda¬
mentals, arithmetic problems, English, and geography. He had a mental age of
10 years and 5 months, as revealed by the Henraon-Nelson Test of Mental Abilityj
and an I, Q. of 83,
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—E. J.'s
parents whip, nag, scold, and send him to school without his breakfast as a
means of punishment for some offense he has committed.
The teachers have tried various measures of punishment on E. J. such as:
keeping him after school, making him clean the classroom, sweep yards and
dust the furniture in the classroom,
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
E. J. told the teachers that he fought because the children picked on him;
that he cheated to get what he wants; that he hates school because his
parents make him go; and that the teachers punish him about his behavior. He
ate in school, he said, because his parents rush him off to school before he
gets his brealcfast.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) E. J.’s parents should offer him
greater security, love and protection in the home. (2) The parents need
instruction in regard to the punishment they mete out toE. J. (3)E. J.
needs remedial help with his school work. (4) The parents should have E. J.’s
physical defects corrected as soon as possible. (5) Both the teachers and
the parents should put forth every effort to make E. J. feel wanted at school
and at home.
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Code Name; A. F. Age; 14 Sex: Male Grade: Fifth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—Over a period of four years, A. F.
has been reported 20 times. He was reported for lying, cheating, disinterest
in school work and eating in school. His most frequent complaint was disin¬
terest in school work.
II. General factors which may have contributed in some way to these
undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—Since A, F.'s
parents are dead, he has been reared by his grandfather whose wife died soon
after A. F.'s arrival. A. F. is loved and affectionately cared for by his
grandfather. He is given everything he wants as far as the Virriter coiild
determine. He is allowed to exercise freedom of choice and is seemingly well
disciplined at home and is reasonably obedient at school. He seemed rather
selfish and conceited, however—^perhaps becaiase of the fact that he is an
only child.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record revealed
that A. F.'s health was good.
(C) Intellectiial levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that A. F. was above the average of his class in reading, vocabulary, arith¬
metic problems, English, literature and spelling. The Henmon-^Ielson Test of
Mental Ability revealed that A. F. had a mental age of 12 years and 10
months and an I. Q. of 90.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—A. F.
has been denied some of the things he wanted most because his grandfather has
discovered his propensity to tell falsehoods. For example, A. F. has asked
his grandfather for money to purchase school supplies that he said he needed,
and later it v/as found that he had used the money to bv^r blowgum and candy.
He has been made to stay in his room for hours because he complained about
going to school.
The teachers have offered A. F. extra help after school; they have made
ajrrangements to let him go to the cafeteria to eat,and they have tried to
make the school program as interesting as they can for him.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable be¬
havior.—A. F. said he cheated because he did not know the ^TOrk presented;
thus he does his work the easiest way possible. He stated that he lied
about his misdeeds in order to evade punishment.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) A. F.'s grandfather needs guidance
and help in caring for his grandson. His love for the boy shovild be modi¬
fied by balance and common sense. For too much money and too mar^ privileges
may inevitably contribute to maladjustment. (2) A. F. needs academic work
on the level of his ability. If such work is geared to his ability, he
wo-uld not be forced to cheat; and if he does not cheat he would not be forced
to lie. (3) The school should make a greater effort to meet his individual
interests. (4) A. F. grandfather's attitiide toward him needs attention. He
is too over protective and solicitous.
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Code Name; C. McI. Age; 11 Sex; Male Grade; FifthI.Complaints made by the teachers.—C. McI. has been, over a period
of four years, reported 22 times. He was reported for Hying, fighting,
cheating, disinterest in school work, sex-offenses and eating in school.
The most frequent complaints against him were disinterest in school work and
lying.II.General factors or conditions vfhich may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(a) Socio-economic status.—
C. McI. comes from a large family; eleven brothers and sisters. He is next
to the youngest. Both parents are living. The father of C. McI. is in poor
health and has been for a long’ while. C. McI. is favored tindiiLy by the family
because he is the youngest boy. He is permitted to play and use his time as
he pleases and is not held responsible for duties in the home.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolisaa Cumulative Record revealed
that C. McI. had enlarged tonsils, poor hearing and decayed teeth. He keeps
a slight cold and a rumilng nose most of the time. He sprained his foot two
years ago and since then he complains about its being sore or painful. C.McI.
is extremely nervous.
(C) Intellecttial levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
C. McI. was above the average of his class in geography, only. The Henmon-
Nelson Test of Mental Ability showed that his mental age was 10 years ariti 1
month and his I. Q. was 86.Ill.Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The parents
of C. McI. have exercised very little control over him, especially since they
do not serioiosly consider his behavior which is never gtdded or corrected by
them. But the older sisters in the home whip, ab\ise, and even chase ,him out
of the hoTOse because of his TJgly, mean behavior.
The teachers have tried to help C. McI. in several ways; They have of¬
fered to assist him with his subjects out of class. They have tried to help
him adjust himself with his classmates and other children.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
C. McI. acts shy and fearful when he is asked or questioned about his be¬
havior. He says, when he does speak, that he does not know why he acted the
way he dldj or "I did not know I had misbehaved," is his usual reply.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) C. McI. needs to adjust himself in
the home by sbaring in the responsibilities of the group. He should be dis¬
ciplined to practicing fair play. (2) C. Mcl.'s physical defects should be
corrected at once, since they may be playing a great part in his pattern of
behavior. (5) He needs remedial help with his subject matter.
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Code Name: W. 0, Age: 17 Sex: Male Grade: Fifth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—For a period of four years, W, 0,has been reported 28 times. Table 9 shows that he was reported for lying,disinterest in school work, and imnecessary tardiness. His most frequent com¬
plaint was disinterest in school work.
II • General factors which may have contributed in some way to these un¬
desirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—^W. O.'s family is
very fond of him and allows him to do as he pleases. His mother died from a
severe heart attack three years ago. His father is a hard working farmer who
has to move his family each year after his crop is harvested because the land¬
owner usually finds him to be dishonest and somewhat unreliable. • He married
again two years ago. W. 0.*s stepmother, a woman with poor health, is cross,
cruel and jealous, as was reported by W. 0. and his father. W. 0. has three
sisters and four brothers. All of them, except three girls who are married,
live in the family home which is a four room, rented tenant house, fairly well
furnished and located on a farm.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record revealed
that W. 0, was in sound health as far as is known.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that W. 0. was above the average of his class in arithmetic problems, litera¬
ture, history and civics and geography. The Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental
Ability showed that he had a mental age of 11 years and 5 months, and an I. Q.
of 71.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The parents
have done very little to help their son. W. 0. being the youngest of a large
family is spoiled and over-protected.
The teachers have discussed his problems with him, they have tried to
gain his confidence, and to lead him to understand the ineffectiveness of his
behavior.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
W. 0. said that he lied because he can get what he wants quicker and with less
trouble; that he hated school because his teachers do not let him do as he
pleases; and that he was often late for school because he had to wait for his
breakfast.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(l) W. O.’s parents need instruction and
adequate training in regard to rearing him and in taking care of their own
affairs. (2) He needs special help with his academic work. (3) He needs less
protection, attention, and pampering from his family. If a child is continual¬
ly caressed, over—protected, and catered to, he suffers other serious disad¬
vantages. He lacks the necessity and opportimity of developing self-reliance
and desirable Independence; he is robbed of the opportunity to develop the
ability to make decisions, and he is unhappy and baffled \anless he receives
continual vindesirable attention.^





Code Name: M. S» Age: 14 Sex: Female Grade: Fo\irth
!• Complaints made by the teachers.—Din'ing & period of four years,
M. S. was complained against 28 times. In Table 9 It may be seen that she
was reported for lying, stealing, temper outbursts, unpopularity with children,
cheating, and disinterest In school work. She was reported the greatest niorabe]
of times for temper outbursts.
II. General factors or conditions which may have contributed In some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.'—(A) Socio-economic status.—A
personal interview in the home of M. S. and her parents revealed that she had
a father and a stepmother. M. S. is the oldest in a family of four. The
stepmother, who affectionately reared M. S. from a three year old, became
estranged when she began to have children of her own. In fact, she insisted
that her step children be sent away. And when M. S.'s father refused to ac¬
quiesce to this, his wife began a siege of terror on her step children. This
became so unbearable that at one time M. S. packed her bag and ran away.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina emulative Record showed
that M. S.'s body was covered with a rash, that she had defective vision and
nervovis indigestion.
(C) Intellectual level.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that M. S. was above the average of her class in history and civics, and be¬
low the average of the class in the other subjects on IJie test. The Henmon—
Nelson Test of Mental Ability showed that M. S. had a mental age of 14 years
and 10 months and an I. Q. of 101.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The
parents have done very little to help M. S. other than abuse, nag, whip and
embarrass her.
The teachers have been very kind and sympathetic with M. S, and her
problems. They have given her extra time after school to help her with her
reg^ular classworkj they have discussed her. unhappy home conditions with her,
and they have tried to offer a friendly spirit to her.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable behavior.—
In discussing her problems, M. S. gave the following reasons for her undesira¬
ble behavior: She said that she was trying to take revenge on some one who
had mistreated herj that she wanted others to experience the same unpleasant
thing she was experiencing; and that she had no one to love and care for her.
Therefore, she saw nothing to be good for.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) M. S.'s parents need guidance and in¬
struction in child care, (2) The parents of M. S. should change their at¬
titude toward her. They should offer her love, a feeling of security, and
protection in the home. (3) She needs a thorough physical examination, and
proper medical care. (4) M. S, needs more remedial help in her school work.
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Code Name: F. M. Age: 7 Sex: Male Grade: Fifth
I. Complaints made by the teachers*—Over a period of four years, F. M,
has been reported 29 times. In Table 9 it may be seen that he was reported
for lying, cheating, disinterest in school work and sex-offenses. He was re¬
ported most frequently for cheating and disinterest in school work.
II • General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—F. M.
comes from a home where deceit, dishonesty, and immoral acts are practiced.
From an interview with his parents, it was discovered that the father and the
mother of F. M. engage in selling whiskey and operating, secretely, a house
for Immoral purposes. The police have raided this home two or three times,
and on each occasion the father was arrested and fined. The mother has told
the law, time after time, various lies about the way she and her husband were
running this home. She has sent F. M. to the door to meet certain people
whom she did not wish to see, instructing her boy to say that she was not at
home. The father also desires to stay out of the way of some people; there¬
fore, he instructs his son to tell lies for him. Though the parents are il¬
literate and have little or no interest in education, they are fond of F. M.,
an only child who is always willing to steal, lie or do anything his parents
say.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina CumiJiative Record revealed
that F. M. had decayed teeth and defective vision.
(C) Intellectixal levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that F. M. was above the average of his class in arithmetic problems and in
English. The Henmon-I^elson Test of Mental Ability showed that he had a mental
age of 12 years and 10 months and an I, Q. of 101.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The
parents have so instilled undesirable behavior habits in F. M. that they fail
to punish or correct him even when he is unpardonably in the wrong.
The teachers have discussed F. M.'s problems with him and his parents,
but have met with no success. They have offered him remedial help and friend¬
ly contacts.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his iindesirable behavior.—
F. M., when asked why he lied and cheated or did any other undesirable act,
blamed his parents for his misconduct. He has often said, that he lied in
order to keep his mother and father out of jail,
V. Suggested recomraendations.—F. M. needs to be placed in a different
home environment. He should be carried far from a home that practices im¬
moral acts and indulges in the sale of whiskey, (2) F. M, should be given
medical attention as soon as possible. According to Tiegs and Katw^, moral
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Code Name: H. W, Age: 12 Sex: Male Grade: Fifth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—Over a period of four years H. W,
has been reported 38 times. He was reported for lying, fighting, cheating,
disinterest in school work, timidity, eating in school, bilLlying and unneces¬
sary tardiness. However, he was reported most frequently for disinterest in
school work.
II. General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—A
personal intei^iew with H. W.*s parents revealed that they were social climber;
who regard children in the home as economic burdens aind as checks to social
progress. Thus H. W. was not wanted, and his mother was eager to give him
away soon after his birth. He, therefore, has never been given very much at¬
tention, guidance, and parental companionship and love. His parents even re¬
fuse to let him call them mother and father. Rather they insist on his ad¬
dressing them as Mr. and Mrs.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record revealed
that H. W. has a weak, unstable, nervous bodily condition. He has a weak
heart, defective teeth and drooped shoulders.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
H. W. was above the average of his class in vocabulary, arithmetic fundamentali
and spelling. His mental age on the Henmon-^elson Test of Mental Ability was
13 years and 2 months and his I, Q. was 103.
*
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—Since,
from all indications, H. W.*s parents do not want him, they hector him; they
whip him on the slightest provocation; they have even at times sent him away
from home to live with his grandparents.
The teachers, however, have been patient with H. W., and they have tried
to compensate by establishing a feeling of security for the child in the school
by seeing that his tasks challenge but do not defeat him and by encouraging
him to special excellence in his best potentialities.
IV, Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
H. W. resorts to a negativistic attitude iflhen asked about himself or his be¬
havior. He refuses to pay any attention to what is being said to him,
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) The parents shovild assume a different
attitude toward H. W. They should respect him as an individual and should by
all means offer him parental security, affection, and love. According to Tieg
and Katzl, the rejected child develops fears, feelings of inadequacy, inferi¬
orities, and feelings of insecurity. The rejected child often constitutes a
difficult problem in school. (2) H. W.‘s physical defects should be corrected
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Code Name: R. D, Age: 14 Sex: Female Grade; Sixth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—^In a period of four years, R. D.
has been complained against and reported 40 times. She was reported for
lying, temper outbursts, unpopularity with children, disinterest in school
work, sex offenses, eating in school and imnecessary tardiness. She was re¬
ported most frequently for temper outbursts.
11• General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—^The
D family lives in an untidy three room rented house. Fussing, nagging, and
confusion are the general trend of the home. Since the father of R. D. de¬
serted his family seven or eight years ago, and his whereabouts are unknown,
he has had little to do with the rearing of his child. The mother, moreover,
is not careful about R. D.’s behavior nor about her exposures. The mother in¬
discreetly entertains her men friends in the room where R. D. has to sleep.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record revealed
that R. D. had poor health and a long illness two winters ago. The doctor
advised her mother not to let her do hard work or engage in strenuoiis exer¬
cise because of■the condition of her heart.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that she was average in arithmetic, above the average of her class in litera¬
ture, history and civics and spelling. The Henmon-ffelson Test of Mental
Ability showed that R. B. had a mental age of 12 years and 6 months and an
I. Q. of 88.III.Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The
mother of R. D. usually became angry when told about her daughter’s behavior.
She refused to say the slightest thing to her daughter in the way of correct¬
ing her or helping her to realize that she is misbehaving.
The teachers have talked confidentially with R. D. about her behavior;
she has been given extra school duties; she has been deprived of things she
liked and wanted; and she has been sent to the Principal’s office two or three
times.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable behavior.—
R. D. has frequently told the teachers that she behaved as she did because her
mother allowed her to do as she pleased. At times she would cry and say that
her father did not love her because he left her alone. More than once she
has tried to tell the teachers how unhappy and miserable she was because no¬
body loves or takes an interest in her.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) R. D.’s parents should be more agree¬
able and understanding, or they should place her in a better supervised home
where moral standards are upheld. (2) R, D. needs love, affection, g\u.dance
and parental protection. (3) She needs the best type of medical attention
until her condition is normal. "The improvement of physical health generally





Code Name: E« S. Age: 11 Sex: Male Grade: Fourth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—^The record of E, S. showed that,
during a period of four years, she has been reported 41 times. It may be
seen in Table 9 that E. S. was reported for stealing, lying, fighting, temper
outbursts, unpopularity with children,, cheating, disinterest In school work
and sex-offenses.
II. General factors which may have contributed In some way to these
undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—The parents of
E. 5. were divorced four years ago. His mother has since remarried and novir
lives In New York. His father, 45 years of age and In good health, an
operator or manager of a ”j\ike joint” and pool room, has been arrested several
times for stealing money, fighting, getting drunk and for immoral sex-practicej
He and E. S. live alone in a rented three room house located In a community
where cursing, swearing, stealing and immorality are generally practiced. The
father works all day and a part of the night; therefore, he has very little
time to train his son. He realized that the boy was not behaving In or out
of school, and he has made three or four trips during each year to see his
son's teachers.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina Cumulative Record shov/ed
that E. S. was in good health, and he was, as far as is known, enjoying good
sound health.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that E. S. was above the average of his class in reading, arithmetic problems,
English and spelling. The Henmon-IJelson Test of Mental Ability revealed that
E. S. had a mental age of 13 years and an I. Q. of 113.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—E. S.'s
father has done very little, except whipping, nagging, and threatening to kill
his boy, to guide him away from fighting, stealing, lying and the like.
The teachers
The teachers have been patient and sympathetic with E. S. and his be¬
havior problems. They have under certain circumstances sent him home for a
few days; they have visited his home and talked personally with his father.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
E. S. has given many reasons at various times for his poor behavior. He said
that he became very hungry, that his father would not give him any money to
spend, and that he stole from his father or from any one else. He said when
he stole he was forced to lie because of the pimishment he wo\ald receive if
he told the truth. He fights, he said, because the children refer to him as
a "sissy” because he has to cook and wash dishes.
V. Suggested recommendations.—E. S. should be placed in a more de¬
sirable home environment. (2) He needs love, affection, attention, home
training and guidance by both parents. (3) S. S.'s father needs training
in regard to the types of punishment to be inflicted on his son.
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Code Name: B. W. Age: 16 Sex; Male Grade; Sixth
I* Complaints made by the teachers.—B. W. hss 43 reported complaints
registered against him during a period of four years. As Table 9 shows he
reported for lying, cheating, disinterest in school work, sex offenses,
timidity, eating in school and unnecessary tardiness. His most frequent of¬
fenses were telling falsehoods and committing sexual misdeeds.
II. General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(a) Socio-economic status.—^B. W.
lived in a sloven home in which there is little or no discipline. His mother,
an Immoral woman, has lived with several different men. B. W., when he was
not "running wild" in a very questionable neighborhood, spent hours at the
key—hole watching his mother and her latest lover or the actions of his sister
and her boy friend. The home situation, then, has been such as to stimulate
in the boy an over-v/helming curiosity in regard to sex. In fact the home
atmosphere is one of filthy sex talk, and B. W, early learned that sex knowl¬
edge gave him a source of power which he was quick to exploit. His language
is a scandal in the neighborhood.
(B) physical condition.—The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed
that B, W. had good health and has always been well and strong.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that B. W. was above the average of his group in arithmetic problems,
arithmetic fundamentals, literature and spelling. The Henmon-Nelson Test of
Mental Ability revealed that B. W. had a mental age of 13 years and 3 months
and an I, Q. of 83.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—B. W.'s
mother spent a great deal of time out of the homej therefore, for the most
part, she has done very little to correct her son. He is often abused and
cuffed around by his sister, who, on several occasions, discovered him peeping
at her when she was entertaining her boy-friend.
The teachers have offered B. W. affection, love, security, and sound
advice to help him become a clean, normal individual.
IV. Exciises or reasons given by the child for his undesirable be-
havior.—B. W. became resentfiil and stubborn when questioned concerning his
behavior. He refused to cooperate or to show any type of willingness to
answer the questions presented.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(l) B. W.*s mother needs guidance and
training in regards to her concept of moral standards and rearing children.
(2) B. W. shotdd be taken from his present environment and placed in a more
desirable home and neighborhood. He should be instructed properly concerning
moral, sex, and sex practices. (3) His school work shoi^d be on the level
of his ability so that cheating and lying might be eliminated.
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Code Najnet R» L» B* Agej 13 Sexs Female Grade: Sixth
!• Complaints made by the teachers*—»R« L« B» was reported 44 times over
a period of Tour yearsli she was re^rTe'd, as Table 9 will show, for stealing,
lying* fighting, temper outbursts, cheating, sex-offenses, timidity, eating.in
sohool, and unnecessary tardiness. She was reported the most frequent for ly¬
ing and eating in sohool.
II. General factors or conditions Tirtiich may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior. —(Aj Socio-economic statu's'.-'-A
personal interview"vath K. L. B.*b gfanSmotHer revealed that for some reason
R. L. B.'s parents have become estranged from each other and have left their
child in the care of her grandmother. The grandmother, an old, feeble, sick¬
ly woman, has been suffering from some type of mental illness for years. She
lived alone and was supported by charitable organizations. Obviously, R. L. B.
has been very unhappy with her grandmother, and became lonesome for her real
parents who have been gone from her five years now. Her grandmother was very
strict and kept her away from the other children in the neighborhood. R. L. B.
received very little to eat and seldom a penny to spend. She used to search
for the little money people would give her grandmother, and uriien she found it,
she would steal a part of it to buy what, she wanted. Hhen she was suspected
of theft, she would deny her guilt vociferously. R. L. B. has so irritated
ner grsmdmobher that the poor old woman has several times spoken of running
away and leaving her granddaughter to care for herself.
(B) Physical condition.—R. L. B. as revealed by the North Carolina emu¬
lative Record was found io be in good physical condition.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan! Achievement Test indicated
that R. L. B. was above the average of her class in arithmetic problems,
arithmetic fundamentals, reading, English, history and civics. The Henmon-
Nelson Test of Mental Ability showed that R. L. B.'s mental age was 13 years
and 9 months and her I. Q. was 98.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—R. L. B.
has had very little guidance with her behavior problems. Indeed, her parents
left her in the midst of a need for early training, and she was left xuahappi-
ly upon the shoulders of her grandmother.
The teachers have been very kind and sympathetic to R. L. B. They have
attempted to gain her confidence, offer her a feeling of security, and adjust
her work to her opportunity and ability. They have, also, encouraged and
praised her for meritorious deeds which she was at times capable of perform¬
ing.
IV. Excuses and reasons given by the child for her undesirable be¬
havior.~R. L. B. said that she was"veTy“unHappy, lonesome, and worried, and
that“ihe did the first thing she thought of without considering the conse¬
quences. mien questioned too much, she sobbed and refused to give any answers.
V. Suggested recommendations."-^l) L. B. needs guidance, love and
affectionTrom botTfparents; They should try to consider their petty differ¬
ences, and should get together for thesake of their daughter. Many things
might be suggested, but nothing is as important and helpful as that of the
necessity of the parents reaching some a^Teement and coming together as a
united pair to offer their child'a feeling of belonging, worthy homememberT
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Code Name! P, J. Ages 11 Sex: Female Grade; Sixth
!• Complaints made by the teachers.—^P. J. was reported 45 times for
stewing, lying, fighting, temper outbursts, unpopularity with children and
disinterest in school work. Her most outstanding misdemeanor was lying.II.G:eneral factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(a) Socio-economic status.—^P. J.
came from a large family of twelve sisters and brothers. At the time of this
study, both parents were living. Quarreling and dissatisfaction were the
general theme of the home. P. J.*s mother, an irascible woman, becomes frus¬
trated and nervous on the slightest provocation. The father is also a nervous
person and is frequently ill. For this reason he is not regialarly employed.
Moreover, he has lost many good jobs because of dishonesty and unreliability.
He is a habitual liar and loafer.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record Indicated
that P. J. had extremely poor health. She had aching and swelling joints,
defective eyes, defective tonsils and an upset nervous system.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
P. J. was above the average of his class in reading, vocabulary, arithmetic
problems, literature, and history and civics. The Henmon-Nelson Test of
Mental Ability showed P. J.'s mental age was 10 years and 5 months, and his
I. Q. was 91.III.Measiures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—P. J., the
baby in the home, had been given, a great deal of attention and over¬
protection. Consequently she had developed stubborness and irascibility if
thworted. Her parents and the other members of the family overlooked her
faults, because she was the baby, whom they loved and pampered.
The teachers have talked v/ith P. J. concerning her problems, and thqy
have tried to help her adjust herself by having her make friends with other
children and by adjusting the work of the school to meet her needs.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable be¬
havior.—P. J. has given many reasons for her xmdesirable behavior. She said
that she hated to be rvide but that she was forced to misdeeds by the children
who teased, hectored, and hurt her. She admitted that she stole in order
to get what others and what her parents were unable to get. P. J. resorted
to lying as a means of escaping p\mishment.
V. . Suggested recommendations.—The girl (P. J.) needs home training
and guidance. (2) The parents of P. J. should be more agreeable and har¬
monious in the home. Investigation reveals that discord and dissatisfaction
in the home robs the child of his sense of security. (2) P. J. should be
given less attention by her brothers and sisters. (S) Her physical defects
should be corrected at once.
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Code Name* P. W. Age: 13 Sex: Male Grade: Fifth
!• Complaints made by the teachers*—P. W. has been complained against
46 times over a period of four years. In Table 9 it may be seen that he was
complained against for lying, fighting, temper outbursts, vinpopularity with
children, cheating, disinterest in school work, eating in school and bully¬
ing. His most frequent offenses were lying, fighting, and temper outbursts.
II• General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable t^''Pe3 of behavior,—(a) Socio-economic status.—^P, W.'
mother suffered a long spell of illness when P. W, was conceived. Throughout
pregnancy she suffered with fainting spells and nausea. In fact, both parents
were in an unstable emotional condition during the entire period of pregnancy.
His father had a very unpleasant disposition and drank heavily at inteiwals.
He hated work and he hated to see his wife indilLge in any activity that tended
to bring a measure of happiness to her. Furthermore, he sought his own pleasur
out of the home and was in his highest happiness when chatting and arguing
with a group of men. His wife said that at times he showed a little affection,
but most of the time he was a "dog in the manger". He would go for days with¬
out speaking to P. W, All or most of P. W.»s mother's people, as far as is
known, died with tuberculosis.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina emulative Record showed that
P, W, had decayed teeth, defective tonsils, sores on his body, and a linger¬
ing coiigh. A bruised sore place was discovered on the left side of P. W.'s
body, which P. W. said was caused from a fall.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
P. W. was above the average of his class in arithmetic problems, English, and
geography. The Henmon—Nelson Test of Mental Ability revealed that P. W.'s
mental age was 12 years and 2 months, and his I. Q. was 90,
III, Measures •used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The parent
of P. W., however, are to some extent sympathetic with him and his problems.
But too frequently the father quarreled with and abused his son—sometimes
for inconseqmntial reasons. It was not an uncommon thing for him to embar¬
rass P. W. by saying "You are off your nuts—you are just dimib." P. W.'s
mother, on the other hand, gave her son a great deal of attention and affec¬
tion, though she, too, sometimes flew in a rage and idilpped the boy severely.
She has 45n.many occasions discussed P. W.'s problems with the teachers and
said that she prayed constantly for a change to take place in his behavior
and in his life. In her over zealousness, she sometimes took her son's side
to cover his faults.
P. W. has been carefully followed by the teachers. They have discussed
his problems with him, talked with his parents} but, in many instances, he
was slapped and scolded,
IV. Excuses or reasons given hy the child for hjs undesirable behavior.—
During various discussions or interviews with P. W. he was asked why he
fought, had such violent temper, and why he had become so unpopular with the
children in his class. His usual reply was that his mother told him to pro¬
tect himself at all times. This he was determined to do—even if it meant
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going on the offensive first; for it is P. W.’s belief that he must make
both large and small boys afraid of him.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) P. ?/. needs the best medical atten¬
tion he can get so that he may enjoy a normal healthy condition. (2) He needs
a more satisfactory home environment in order that he may have a more stable
emotional balance, and at the same time develop a greater feeling of parental
security. (3) P. W. would perhaps be better if his mother would allow him to
takie or play his own part. He would, no doubt, build up a greater feeling of
confidence and mastery in himself. (4) He needs remedial help in his siibject
matter.
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Code Name: C» J. S. Age: 11 Sex: Male Grade: Fourth
I, Complaints made by the teachers.—^During the past four years, C. J. S.
has been reported 47 times for lying, stealing, fighting, temper outbursts,
unpopularity with children, cheating, disinterest in school work, eating in
school, bullying and unnecessary tardiness. He was reported most frequently
for disinterest in school work.
II* General factors or conditions which mav have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—
C. J. S.'s parents did not make a harmonious team. They quarreled a great
deal and were not in accord with each other as to effective ways to rear
C. J. S. As a result of their inherent differences, the parents often fought
in the most primitive and vicious ways. More than this, they manifest little
interest in education, and their sense of moral values is very low. The
mother for instance, has been accused of stealing wherever she worked. C. J.S.
father went to church and Sunday School every Sunday; he likewise has taught
his child to go to church and Sunday School. But the mother was slack in her
religious and social activities. She was seen spending her Sundays visiting,
gossiping and drinking whiskey and other strong drinks. She also left her
husband and son to take care of the house and to prepare their meals. In fact,
it was not uncommon for her to desert her home and family for several days at
a time in order to have, as she puts it, "a big time”. Her friends were men
and women who were not married to each other, but who lived together as man
and wife. As a result of all of this, C. J. S. was a neglected child. He
practically reared himself. He prepared his own meals, decided when to rest,
when to play, when to go home, what to wear and where to go.
(B) physical condition.—The North Carolina CumTilative Record revealed
that C. J. S. had defective vision and poor hearing.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
C. J. S. was below the average of his class in eiU of the subjects on the
test. The Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability revealed that he had a mental
age of 12 years and 7 months and that he had an I. Q. of 107.
III. Meas\rres used by parents and teachers to help the child.—The father
was rigid and believed in severely whipping his son. The mother, on the other
hand, believed in and practiced less drastic disciplinary measures. Even
though C. J. S. was left alone to find his own place in life and society, his
father desired to give him help; but because of the opposition of the mother
to discipline, the father has become careless and indifferent to the child
and his problems.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his imdesirable behavior.—
C. J. S. became stubborn and disagreeable when he was questioned about his
behavior. He has said many times that he ate in school because he was hungry
and that he stole only in case of necessity. He said that nobo^ cared for
him and that he was going to do something to please himself. He said he had
to fight or be beaten, and that his mother told him if he allowed anybody to
whip him, she would give him another.
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V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) C. J. S.'s parents need guidance
and parental instruction in regard to rearing him, and friction and frus¬
tration in the home should be abandoned. (2) C. J. S. needs guidance in edu¬
cation and school attendance. (3) He should be properl7 supervised and cared
for in the home by both parents. (4) C. J. S. should be carried to a special¬




Code Name* N. L. B. Ages 11 Sex; Female Grade; Fourth
I. Complaints made by the teachers.—Over a period of foiir years, N.L.B.has been reported 48 times for stealing, lying, fighting, temper outbvirsts,
cheating, sex—offenses, timidity, eating in school, and unnecessary tardiness.Her most frequent complaints were those of stealing and lying.
II* general factors or conditions which mav have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.——(A) Socio-economic status.—
N. L. B.’s parents have tried in every way to make her behave at home and at
school. Though her real father is dead, she did not suffer for parental af¬
fection and care. Her stepfather was a kind man and treated his wife's two
daughters as his ovm. N. L. B,, being the oldest, was given many privileges
and was the center of attraction in the home. But despite the fact that
N. L. B.'s father was kind to her and seemed to love his wife, he was not
altogether a faithful man and husband. For example, when his wife, who work¬
ed some 50 miles away, left for her job at U* 00 o'clock at night, he in¬
variably had his secret sweetheart to spend the rest of the night with him in
his wife's bed. N. L. B, knew about this affair but was bribed to say noth¬
ing of it. The mother, even though she works hard, is economically insecure.
She had very little money for food, clothing, or medical attention after she
had paid house rent and insurance. Most of the money earned by her husband
was spent but never accounted for. Therefore, whenever he was questioned on
every pai"- day by his wife as to why he did not have or give her any money,
a fight and a nasty quarrel usually ensued.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumiilative Record indicated
that N. L. B. had defective vision and poor hearing.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test shoT/ed that
she was above the average of her class only in arithmetic problems. The
Henmon-Helson Test of Mental Ability showed that N. L. B. had a mental age
of 12 years and 9 months, and an I. Q. of 109,
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the children.—^N. L. B.
has been helped very little by her parents in regard to her problems. She is
sometimes whipped and scolded by her parents for stealing and lying. As a
punishment, she is often locked in the closet for fighting her little sister
and other children.
The teachers, sympathetic and kind to N. L. B., have carefully dealt
with her; for she is a highly nervous child given to timidity. They have
tried to gain her confidence, have led her to understand the ineffectiveness
of her behavior, and have shown her how she was thwarting her own progress,
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable behavior.—
N. L. B. has given excuses at various times for her undesirable behavior. She
asserted that she was easily frustrated or made angry becaiise she was not
tig^ strong and robust to defend herself. She stole she said, to supply her¬
self with the things she needed and could not get. And in many cases she had
no reason for doing what she did.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(l) N. L, B.'s parents need to have her
physical defects looked after and corrected. (2) The parents should offer
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N. L. B. a stable, quiet unemotional home environment. (3) N. L. B, should
not be exposed to the immoral acts committed by her stepfather, for she
might in some way desire to imitate the acts she sees. (4) She should be





Code Najne: S. M. Agei 11 Sex; Femeile Grade; Fifth
!• Complaints made by the teachers.—S. M. has been reported 49 times
during a period of four years. She was reported for stealing, lying, temperoutbursts, unpopularity with children, cheating, sex-offenses, tlinidity and
eating in school. She was reported the greater number of times for stealingand lying,
II« General factors or conditions ;«hich may have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio—econotnir. fjt.at.ns s. M.,the youngest child in a large family, has five brothers and six sisters. A
great deal of attention was showered upon her by the other members of her
family, consequently her reactions have been those of a very spoiled child.
S. M.'s father, a good civic worker, was interested in the correct upbringingof S. M.j but because of his poor health, he has been unable to perform his
duty in the home properly. On the other hand, S. M.'s mother was a destruc¬
tive force in the rearing of her children. She tended to thwart every effort
to correct the misdeeds of S. M. Often she concealed from her husband the
many complaints that were charged against S. M. More than this, she encourag¬
ed S. M. to tell falsehoods, to write love notes to little boys, and to ask
the little boys to come by the house to see her.
(B) Physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed
that S. M.'s health record was good and that she was in sound health.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
S. M. was above the average of her class in vocabiilary, English, literature,
history and civics. The Henmon-4Jelson Test of Mental Ability revealed that
she had a mental age of 13 years and 6 months and an I. Q, of 115.
III, Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—As can
be seen from the foregoing, the parents have been somewhat divided so far as
S, M.'s training and upbringing are concerned; and because of that, there have
been ineffective efforts to guide her properly.
The teachers in some way have attempted to do for S. M. what her parents
should do, namely; to build self-confidence, to inculcate right habits of
speech, of behavior, of thought and to show the benefits of good citizenship,
IV, Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable behavior.—
S. M. showed stubbornness, mpleasantness, and signs of resentment when she
was questioned by any one about her behavior. She frankly refused to give
any reason for her imdesirable behavior.
V, Suggested recommendations.—(1) S. M.'s mother and father should
come to some agreement as to the best ivay to rear their daughter.
According to Cutts and Moseley^, if the home is tense with parental
1
N. E. Cutts and N. Moseley, Practical School Discipline and Mental
Hygiene (New York, 1941), p. 42,
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discord, the child is frequently tom between loyalty to father and mother.
This condition sometime causes the child to use one parent against the
otherj sometimes one parent uses the child in a similar mannerj and in




Code Name I D. Vi’. Age: 10 Sex: Female Grade; Fourth
I* * Complaints made by the teaohers.—Over a period of four years, D, W,
was reported 49 times for stealing, lying, fighting, temper outbiarsts, um—
popularity with children, cheating, timidity, eating in school, and unneces¬
sary tardiness. Her greatest offenses were lying and temper outbursts.
II. GeneraJ. factors or conditions which may have contributed in some
way to these vmdesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—^D. W.'s
father who called himself a "fortxme teller” or "root worker,” travelled the
country over, telling fortunes and earning money. For two years he lived away
from his family, and on his return he was divorced by his Virife Twho now operates
a rooming and boarding house whose occupants consist of men and their common-
law wives. The moral tone of the home is sinfully low. Drinking, fighting,
vulgar ciursing, and prostitution are the us\ial practices. In this situation
lived D. W., neglected child whose mother is more interested in making money
from her constitutents and in socializing than in caring effectively for D. W.'s
welfare. D. W., as a consequence, has developed into an impudent, saucy,
bossy, high tempered girl. Obviously, she is very unpopular with the children.
(B) Physical condition.—The North Carolina Crunulatlve Record indicated
that D. W. had frequent headaches and crying spells.
(C) Intellectual levels.—^The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
D. W. was above the average of her class in arithmetic fundamentals, geography,
history and civics. The Henmon-Helson Test of Mental Ability revealed that
D. W. had a mental age of 11 years and 6 months and an I. Q. of 107.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—D. W.'s
mother has resorted to vicious whipping as a means of correction and punish¬
ment. She would often curse her daughter and would constantly tell the child
that she was j\ist like her father: mean, no good and shiftless.
The teachers were interested in D. W., and they have tried in many ways
to help her. They have given her vrork to do, so that she may earn money to
purchase the things that she would ordinarily steal; they have helped her
with the subjects that she generally cheats on, and they have given her per¬
mission to go on the outside to eat her lunch if she happened to leave home
without it,.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for her undesirable behavior.—
D. W. was unable to give any definite reason for her behavior. She acted shy
and began crying if questioned too closely about the way she behaved.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) D. W. should be taken out of the
home she is in and placed in a better supervised and disciplined home. (2)
She should be given more attention and guidance by her mother. (3) The parents
shoiiLd have D. W.'s physical condition corrected at once. (4) D. W.'s mother
should not annoy, abuse and nag her. Tiegs and Katz say that "teacher or
parental nagging, maternal fears, interference v/ith frustrations of the child's
activities are frequent causes of behavior patterns.” Often one parent
1
Op. cit., p. 216.
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interprets defects or undesirable characteristics of a child in terms of
heredity from the other parentj sometimes a cliild resembles in-laws or re¬
latives whom one or both parents dislike.^
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Code Name! H. L* D. Agei 11 Sex! Male Grs-de; Fourth
!• Complaints made by the teachers.-^. L. D. was reported 50 times,
over a period of fovir years, for stealing, lying, fighting, cheating, sex-
offenses, eating in school, and bullying. He was reported most freauently
for lying,
II• General factors or conditions vihich mav have contributed in some
way to these undesirable types of behavior,—(A) Socio-economic status,—
These misdeeds can be traced to an unwholesome environment from v/hlch H. L, D.
came. At the age of seven, when he was removed from his own home, conditions
were extremely bad. His mother’s death released her at last from several
years of suffering with cancer, and from the abuse, drunkenness, and vile
langmge of H. L, D,’s father, a large man, a steady worker, but one describ¬
ed as "over—sexed” and abusive. In addition to the four children of his
marriage, he has two by one of his step-daughters and he has been intimate
with his other step-davighters and with a niomber of other women.
(B) Physical conditions.:—The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed,
that H, L. D. was in sound physical health as far as is known.
(C) Intellectual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test revealed
that H. L. D. was above the average of his class in reading and arithmetic
problems. The Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability showed he had a mentaJL
age of 9 years and 9 months and an I. Q. of 89.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—H. L. D.’s
parents have done nothing more than talk with him about his actions or be¬
havior. Becaiase of his mother's poor health she had little interest in saying
or doing anything in regard to H. L. D. The foster parents with wiiom H. L. D,
was first given were not so friendly and so sympathetic as they may have been.
Principally because of this kind of treatment, he ran away and was later
placed in the Dobinson home. After being placed here, he actually seemed
happy; he acqiiired self-confidence, and has told his foster mother about his
earlier unhappiness at home. This foster mother has tried to offer him all
the secxirity and protection she can so that he may become adjusted.
The teachers have offered all of the kindness and friendly attitudes
they can to help bring joy and satisfaction to H. L. D. and at the same time
try to help him become adjlasted,
IV. Excuses or reasons given bv the child for his undesirable behavior.—
H. L. D. said that the earlier part of his life was very unhappy and that he
had been left to manage for himself. He said that his father was responsi¬
ble for his undesirable behavior, and that he has had a very unpleasant career
trying to sustain life at an early age without any aid from qualified persons.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(l) It is hoped that H. L. D. will re¬
main with the present foster mother, and that she will try in every way to
offer him security and affection for which he has, no doubt, craved. (2)
H. L. D. should be closely supeirvised and guided because of his parental back¬
ground.
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According to Tiegs and Katz, chronic parental alcoholism with its viilgar
language, emotional tension, vile accusations, and parental conflicts with
the law in the form of stealing or cheating lead to v/orry, shame and disre¬
spect on the part of children.^ These authors also said that studies in
foster home care indicate that foster homes offer environmental conditions




Code Name; A. B. Age; 12 Sex: Male Grade; Sixth
I* Complaints made by the teachers*——A» B. was reported 60 times over
a period of four years for lying, fighting, temper outbursts, cheating, dis¬interest in school work, bullying, eating in school and unnecessary tardiness.
He was most frequently reported for bullying.
II* General factors or conditions which may have contributed in some wav
to these undesirable types of behavior.—(A) Socio-economic status.—A. B., a
boy whose father had been in poor health for a number of years and whose mother
was the "bread winner" in the family, was one of six children who lived in a
small three-roora shack, dirty, dark, and dingy. Of these children, A. B. is
the oldest and he was given full authority over his brothers and sisters of
whom he was not very fond. The fact that the father, because of ill health,
was unable to work and the fact that the mother earned but very little made
the economic status of the family very low. In fact, he had been on relief
for a long while.
The mother, out of the home almost all day, had, on ret'orning home at
night to cook the small amount of food she had, as well as, to talce care of
her sick husband. A. B. had little time for himself because he had to take
most of his time to look after the family when his mother was out.
(B) physical condition.—^The North Carolina Cumulative Record showed
that A. B. had defective vision and nervous indigestion.
(C) Intellect'ual levels.—The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed that
A. B. was above the average of his class in English, literature, history and
civics, and spelling. He had a mental age of 10 years and 10 months and an
I. Q. of 84.
III. Measures used by parents and teachers to help the child.—A. B.'s
father had on several occasions resorted to whipping and flogging his son
about his behavior. He told A. B. that he was going to kill him if he did
not stop lying, cheating his way through school, and trying to boss the
other children. The mother has discussed his behavior with his teachers and
has reasoned with A. B. to be a good boy.
The teachers have tried to help A. B. by giving him responsible tasks,
by appealing to his sense of fair play, by encoiiraging him whenever he does
anything constructive or creative, and by immediately pointing out the con¬
sequences of his acts whenever they are wrong.
IV. Excuses or reasons given by the child for his undesirable behavior.—
A. B. refused to cooperate, to any reasonable extent, with anything with
which he was associated.
V. Suggested recommendations.—(1) A. B. should be given adequate home
guidance and training. According to Tiegs and Katz, "the oldest child is
for some period of time an only child, and is subject to emotional insta¬
bility, which is primarily a problem of parental training; it is not
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biological hereditary." (2) The economic status of the home shoiiLd be
greatly supplemented and Improved. "Economic stresses and strains are fre¬
quent causes of maladjustment in children."^ (3) A. B.'s physical condi¬
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The types of undesirable behavior found in the preceding cases werei
stealing, lying, fighting, temper outbursts, unpopularity with children,
cheating, disinterest in school work, sex—offenses, timidity, eating in
school, bullying, and unnecessary tardiness.
The most probable causes for these imdesirable behavior problems were
found to be;
Poorly Trained Parents.—^Even though the parents of the children seemed
of average intelligence, in many cases they were either illiterate or nearly
so, thus imable to give helpfvil stimulation and guidance to their children.
Lack of Training in the Home.—Parents of the children generally worked
on the farm or in domestic work that took them out of the home most of the
day, leaving the children to run at random :msupervised. There were, how¬
ever, some parents who stayed at home, but who over-protected the children;
some others, moreover, allowed their children to have their own way.
Broken Homes.—Out of the 20 cases interviewed for this study, eight
were from broken homes. Such homes include those in which the parents had
either separated or were divorced as well as those in which death had taken
one or both parents, making it necessary for the children to live with re¬
latives, foster parents, or with only one parent.
Physical Disabilities.—^The most frequent physical defects or conditions
experienced among the children were; defective vision, decayed teeth, diseas¬
ed tonsils and adenoids, swollen joints, nervousness, heart trouble and
nervous Indigestion.
Inadequate Housing Facilities.—The children generally came from large
families (numbering from one to 13), who usioally occupied a two or three room
rented or owned ho\ise.
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Immorality In Homes.—Such immorality includes the frequent use of pro¬
fanity, illicit sexual relations, marital brawls and brutal treatment of
unwanted children. Of these, however, illicit sexual relations were the
most flagrant instances of immorality.
With respect to corrective measures, it may be pointed out that the
parents and teachers in attempting to deal with these children and their
problems used for the most part, measures that are not accepted by compe¬
tent psychologists. Moreover, it may also be stated that in many instances
the children attempted to rationalize their behavior when questioned as to
why they behaved as they did.
The following recommendation is offered to promote better pupil ad—
jiistment!
Greater cooperation between the home and the school should be developed
through various clubs, the Parent Teacher Association, conferences, visits




This thesis is a study of the individual cases of 20 children in the
Bis Zion Elementary Schoolj Kenansvillsj North Carolina^ Twho have been re¬
ported most frequently for corrective discipline over a period of foixr years,
1940-44, by the three teachers in the school.
Twenty pupils were selected in the Big Zion Elementary School on the
basis of the number of times complaints were registered against them over a
period of four years. In selecting these pupils, the writer examined the
records of 58 children and ranked them according to the frequency of each
teacher’s complaints against the child's imdesirable behavior. The 20 children
having the highest frequency of complaints were used in this study.
There are five basic questions that this thesis proposes to answer. The
first question Iss What are the complaints which the teachers made against
the children?





5. Unpopiolar with Children
6. Cheating
7. Disinterest in School Work
8. Sex-offenses
9. Timidity
10. Eating in School
11. Bullying
12. Unnecessary Tardiness
The second question is: What are some of the general factors or condi¬
tions which may have contributed in some way to these undesirable types of
behavior?




1. Parents who had little or no training.
2. Lack of training In the home.
3. Broken Homes.
4. Physical Disabilities.
5. Inadequate Hoiising Facilities.
6. Immorality in Homes.
The third questions What measures were used by the parents and
teachers in dealing with these children and their problems?




4. Fiissing and Nagging
5. Denial of Things the Child Wanted
6. Locking the Child up, and Keeping him at Home
7. Threats Concerning Giving Them Away or Killing Them
The teachers used the following measures:
1. Interviewed each child and discussed his problems with him.
2. Helped them to make friendly contacts.
3. Tdiipped and nagged.
4. Sent some home from school for a few days,
5. Provided success by adjusting his work to his achievement
and ability.
6. Cultivated their interest and gave them praise.
7. Discussed the child’s problems with his parents.
The fourth question: What are the complaints, excuses or reasons
given by the children themselves for their undesirable behavior?
The children offered the following excuses or reasons for their un¬
desirable behavior:
1. Fight—to defend themselves.
2. Lie—to escape punishment or to gain satisfaction.
3. Stealing—^to get what they want and others have.
4. Disinterest in School—the work is difficult, parents need them
at home, sick, don't feel like going to school.
5. Other children said that they were not loved by anybody and
that nobody cared what happened to them; therefore, they were
always worried and unhappy, and soi;ight to do anything that would
make them happy. There were some children who refused to give
any reasons for their behavior. Such children would sometimes
break into tears if interrogated too closely.
Finally, the fifth question; On the basis of the data presented in
72
this study, what recommendations may be suggested to help these children
and other children who present problems similar to those of the pupils in
this study?
On the basis of the data presented in this study the follo’wing recom¬
mendations may be suggested for the promotion of better behavior:
1. That more responsibility and less over-protection be placed
on the children.
2. That each child be given a thorough medical examination and
a careful follow-up.
3. That the pupils interests be found and given more careful con¬
sideration, and that their school work be centered around these
interests when possible.
4. That children from immoral homes, homes of poor training, and
poor housing facilities be removed from their homes and placed
in homes recommended by some Child Welfare Agency.
5. That the children be offered security and a feeling of belong¬
ingness in the home.
6. That the parents be more interested in training and caring for
their children.
7. That a more effective Parent Teacher Association be organized
whereby parents and teachers may understand each o-Uier better,
may work together in bringing about a more intelligent and con¬
structive prograra of guidance and training for the children,
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TEST 1. READING
Directions. In each paragraph a blank line means that a word has been left
out. Read each paragraph. Then think of the word that should be in each
blank. Write the word in the parentheses at the side of the page. You should
get the answer from the paragraph itself.
Sample. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers,





2. Much of Holland is lower than the sea. The
people of Holland have built walls, called
keep the (2) from flooding the land
‘dikes,” to
3-4. Grapes are grown in those parts of France
where the climate is not cold. The best region for grapes
is around the Mediterranean Sea to the west of the
Rhone River. We know that the climate of that area^-
is not (3) . since (4) are grown there ^
6-6. Fred likes to play ball. Helen likes to read.
They were both happy when Uncle Ned brought a book^-
for. (5) and a ball for (6) /
7-9. Cod are caught by the use of a long line floating
on the water. Fastened to this line are short lines with(_
baited hooks. The O) eats the bait and is caught by
the (8) . Fishermen row along the line and take ofF^-
the fish which have been o) ^
10-11. The Eskimos wear warm clothing because
it is very cold where they live. When aviators fly high
above the earth, they know that the air will be very cold.
Therefore, when an (lO) plans to rise high in the air,*'-
he wears the kind of clothes that the (ii) wear ^
12-13. The storekeeper needs us, and we need him.
The. (12) needs us to buy his goods. We need the (is)
so that we can have the things we wish. •c
14. The mountains keep the cold north winds from
reaching southern Europe. Therefore the winters are
mild in the (U) part of Europe (_
16-16. Sacajawea, the woman who guided Lewis and
Clark to the Northwest, was born in Montana. There
was her home. When still young, she was captured and^
taken East. But she never forgot the way to her (is) . "
That was why she was able to (le) Lewis and Clark.f.
1. Betty’s father made a little house for her. He
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17-18. The reindeer is used by the Lapps to carry
burdens in summer and to pull sledges in winter. The
reindeer also provides the Lapps with milk and meat.
The (17) . then, use the (is) for both food and work.
19-20. With our modern methods of transportation,
it is difficult for us to imagine the hardships of the
Western pioneer. On land the (i9) depended on a 1
of covered wagon. On (20) he used the flatboat. .
21-22. The life of a trapper in the forest is a lonely
one. The country is wild. He may travel for days
through trackless forests without ever seeing a (2i)
Only the shrill cry of some '(22) breaks the stillness. ,
23. Abe Lincoln’s reading interfered with his work.
This was no discredit to him ; nor was it a (23) to his
father, living under pioneer conditions, that he did not








24-26. When the United States was young, there
was a struggle between the common people and the aris¬
tocracy. Jackson was the first President who was
neither a cultured gentleman nor a member of a wealthy
family. His election was a victory of the (24) people
over the (25)
26-28. It was a very queer street, all twisted and
crooked, more like a country road than a city street.
But the people in it were even stranger. Dick was not
(26) dressed in doublet and hose was too much. He
began to laugh, but when he saw that he (27) was wear¬
ing a doublet and hose, it no longer seemed so (28) . . .
29-30. In colonial days punishment of crime was
meant to warn others as well as to punish the (29) .
When a lawbreaker was to be (30) . the town crier would
invite “ all good people ” to come to witness the sight. . (
31-32. In 1902 Colombia refused to let the United
States build a canal across Panama. At that time
Panama belonged to Colombia. Naturally the people
of (31) were disappointed. They knew the (32) wou
be of great advantage to them
33-34. Conditions in cities have made the S’lppl
gas, and more recently the supply of electricity, almost
as essential as the supply of water. (33) has larj
taken the place of gas as a means of lighting, but as a fuel
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35-38. Nuthatches eat insects that injure trees. A
nuthatch once broke open an acorn and apparently ate^
it. When the bird had flown away, the (35) was ex¬
amined. Some of it had been eaten, but not recently.
Something besides the (36) had been feeding on the
acorn. The nuthatch had eaten not the (37) but a
(38) that was in it
39-40. When the moon passes between us and a star,
the star would become dim before disappearing if the
remains bright until the instant the moon hides it. We
therefore conclude that the moon has no (40) sur¬
rounding it
41-42. People are too much inclined to compromise.
They want their rights presented to them by someone
else. They don’t want to (4i) for them. They don’t









Directions. Read each paragraph. Then read the questions below it. Write
the answer to each question in the parentheses after it. You may read the
paragraph again if you wish to. Each question can be answered by one
word or, at most, a few words. You should get the answer to each question
from the paragraph itself.
Soft coal burns easily. It is not hard to start a soft-coal fire. A
little burning kindling soon sets the coal on fire. Soft coal burns with
a bright flame. It often gives off thick clouds of black smoke. A large
amount of ashes is left when soft coal is burned.
Hard coal is not easily broken into pieces. It is not as dirty as soft
coal. The coal is hard to start burning. More kindling is needed to
set hard coal burning than soft coal. Hard coal bums with little smoke.
It gives a very hot fire. Not many ashes are left after hard coal is burned.
43. Which kind of coal leaves most ashes ? ( .)<
44. Which kind of coal burns with most smoke ? ( _)♦
45. Which kind of coal is cleaner? ( ,)<
46. Which kind of coal is harder to start burning ?. . . . ( )<
The speckled sky is dim with snow,
The light flakes falter and fall slow;
Athwart the hilltop, rapt and pale,
Silent drops a silver veil;
And all the valley is shut in
By flickering curtains gray and thin.
But cheerily the chickadee
Singeth to me on fence and tree;
The snow sails round him as he sings.
White as the down on angels’ wings.
47. What word tells you that the sky is not bright ?. . . . ( .)*
48. What is the bird doing ? ( .)*
49. How does the chickadee feel ? ( .)
60. Where is the chickadee ? ( )
(Go right on to the next page.)[4]
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Canals can be dug in almost any level plain, but they cost so much
that it pays to build a canal only where there is sure to be a large amount
of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; for if fast steamboats were used,
the waves which they cause would soon wear away the banks and fill the
canals. Often barges are used in great numbers, and are slowly drawn
by tugboats, horses, donkeys, or even men. In densely populated plains
like those of China, Japan, and Europe, even such slow transportation
by inland waterways is important.
61. How do boats usually travel in canals ( ) 51
62. What kind of boats should not be used in canals ) 52
63. What is the name of the kind of boat that is used to
carry freight in canals ? ( :.) 53
64. What would be injured if boats moved rapidly in
canals ? ( ) 54
66. What must be made sure of before a canal is built ?. . ( ) ss
The tulip tree is a favorite with lumbermen, not only because the
trunks are long and straight but also because they are “clean” to a great
height. By a clean trunk is meant one that is free from limbs, so that
the lumber made from it will be free from knots; for knots appear in
the wood where limbs grow out from the trunk of a tree.
66. What are there in trunks of trees that make them
poor for lumber .? ( ) se
67. By whom is the tulip tree liked, according to the
paragraph ? ( 57
68. If you see many knots in lumber, what do you know
about the tree from which the lumber was made ?.. ( ) ss
69. The trunk of a tree is “clean” if it has no (?) for
a great height above the ground ( ) 59
60. Besides being “clean,” why is the tulip-tree trunk
good for lumber ? ( ) eo
As the sugar in a maple tree is manufactured by the leaves, it passes
down from the leaves into the trunk and roots of the tree, and is stored
in the living cells of these parts in the form of starch. Then when food is
needed in the spring to enable the buds to grow and expand into blossoms
and leaves, and to produce the seeds, the starch is changed back to sugar,
which is dissolved out of the storage cells and carried upward in the sap.
61. What things do the buds on the tree change to ?.. . . ( ) ei
62. What does the sugar change to in the tree ? ( 62
63. What part of the tree makes the sugar ? ( ) 63
64. During what season is the starch stored in the tree
without being used ? ( ) 64
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Score 16 17 17 18 19 19 20 20 21 2l\22 22 23 23 24 25 25 26 26 27 28 28 29 30 30 31 31 32 33 33 34 35 36 36
No. RIGHT 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 '62'63 64
Score 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 SO 51 52 S3 54 55 57 58159
1
60 61 63 64 65 67 6« 70
No. attempted No. wrong [ 5 ] Number right Score, Test 1
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TEST 2. VOCABULARY
Directions. In the parentheses after each question write the number of
the word that makes the sentence true.
Sample. Big means the same as — 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large 4 tiny( )
1. AAead means— 1 below 2 in front of 3 between 4 above... ( )
2. Sad means— 1 unhappy 2 lovely 3 gay 4 fearful ( )
3. To be seen means to be — 1 blind 2 served 3 looked at 4 broken( )
4. He told means he — 1 spoke 2 cried 3 met 4 touched ( )
6. To be strong is to be — 1 selfish 2 strange 3 proud 4 powerful ( )
6. To discover means to —^ 1 know 2 find out 3 close 4 consider ( )
7. Sprang is the same as — 1 leaped 2 rode 3 rang 4 walked . ( )
8. Freedom means — 1 revolution 2 war 3 liberty 4 American. ( )
9. To pretend is to — 1 work 2 make believe 3 meet 4 frighten ( )
10. Single refers to — 1 many 2 all 3 both 4 one . ( )
11. Huge best describes an — 1 apple 2 ant 3 elephant 4 elf..( )
12. To be polite is to be — 1 wise 2 skillful 3 courteous 4 happy ( ■)
13. To Join means to — 1 enjoy 2 coimect 3 travel 4 note .. .. ( )
14. To plan is to— 1 smooth 2 scheme 3 plant 4 cover ( )
16. To hue means to— 1 like 2 dwell 3 play 4 wake ( )
16. To be/eh is to be— 1 hard 2 struck 3 pushed 4 touched .( )
17. To spy is to— 1 steal 2 hide 3 quarrel 4 watch secretly ..( )
18. Laughter refers to — 1 business 2 dishonor 3 order 4 merriment( )
19. Horror means— 1 fear 2 honor 3 honesty 4 strength ( )
20. To tease is to — 1 rip 2 fight 3 annoy 4 drink ( )
21. She replies means she — 1 complains 2 demands 3 fills 4 answers( )
22. To astonish is to — 1 surprise 2 annoy 3 sadden 4 forget.. ( )
23. Value means — 1 progress 2 effort 3 worth 4 vanity ( )
24. To furnish is to — 1 buy 2 provide 3 spend 4 have ( )
26. Weather refers to — 1 climate 2 calendar 3 doubt 4 seashore( )
26. A mountain is part of— la city 2 the earth 3 the sea 4 a hill( )
27. Dangerous means — 1 courageous 2 healthy 3 careful 4 perilous( )
28. From means— 1 toward 2 to 3 out of 4 into ( )
29. New means — 1 recent 2 nice 3 smart 4 noisy ( )
30. A supply is a — 1 need 2 help 3 prayer 4 quantity ( )
31. To shield means to — 1 arm 2 shift 3 conflict 4 protect . . . ( )
32. Peace means — 1 part 2 scorn 3 loyalty 4 calm ( )33.To appear means to — 1 seem 2 vanish 3 blame 4 soften .. ( )
[ 6 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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34. Courage means — 1 indifference 2 loyalty 3 bravery 4 patience( ) 34
36. To depend is to— 1 rely 2 race 3 fear 4 help ( ) 35
36. To be patient is to be — 1 ill 2 evident 3 uncomplaining 4 rude( ) 36
37. Furious describes a— 1 building 2 storm 3 story 4 picture . ( ) 37
38. To tax means to — 1 charge 2 teach 3 disappear 4 collect . ( ) 33
39. A message is a — 1 rule 2 communication 3 tree 4 paper .. ( ) 39
40. To compare is to — 1 grumble 2 finish 3 direct 4 liken .. .. ( ) 4o
41. To dream is to — 1 wake 2 plan 3 fear 4 fancy ( ) 4i
42. An idea is a — 1 date 2 panic 3 thought 4 statue ( ) 42
43. A stubborn boy is — 1 studious 2 forgiving 3 obstinate 4 strong( ) 43
44. He warns means he — 1 heats 2 endangers 3 trusts 4 cautions( ) 4446.To long for means to— 1 extend 2 crave 3 look 4 envy . .. ( ) 45
46. Probably means — 1 surely 2 exactly 3 likely 4 assuredly .. ( ) 46
47. The effect means the — 1 exertion 2 declaration 3 concern 4 result( ) 47
48. To admit is to — 1 proceed 2 acknowledge 3 conduct 4 warm( ) 48
49. I defeat means I — 1 reduce 2 overcome 3 defend 4 dare .. ( ) 49
50. To means to — 1 appeal 2 fold 3 promise 4 pretend( ) so
61. To relieve means to — 1 ease 2 abandon 3 remedy 4 taste( ) si
62. To consider means to — 1 agree 2 decide 3 think over 4 send( ) s2
63. To lack means to — 1 lose 2 need 3 tire 4 grieve ( ) S3
64. A fault is — la defect 2 a fairy 3 a dread 4 an accident . . .( ) S4
66. A prospect is an — 1 outlook 2 esteem 3 examination 4 attack( ) ss
66. Intention means — 1 purpose 2 indifference 3 consideration
4 discovery ( ) s6
67. To refresh means to — 1 bend 2 freeze 3 invigorate 4 enroll( ) S7
68. A refuge is a — 1 remedy 2 rubbish 3 debt 4 retreat ( ) ss
69. Thus means — 1 rarely 2 and 3 so 4 however ( ) S9
60. Devotion means — 1 hope 2 affection 3 suffrage 4 ambition( ) so
61. A conference is a — 1 federation 2 discussion 3 conflict 4 speech( ) ei
62. Vigilance means — 1 triumph 2 power 3 irregularity 4 watchfulness( ) 62
63. Ample mezns— 1 rare 2 amber 3 brilliant 4 sufficient ( ) 63
64. To/irolonp is to— 1 shorten 2 encourage 3 lengthen 4 precede ( ) 64
66. Leisure means — 1 ease 2 sport 3 work 4 contentment . . . . ( ) 6S
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9|l01ljl2[l3 15jl6!l7jl8 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26|27 28|29 30 31 32 33 34
Score 13 U 14 is 16 16 17 18 isi^i^zasi 21 22 22 23124 242S 2637 27 28 29 29 3oj37|32 32 33 34 34 35
No. RIGHT 35 36 1 137 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46J47 48[49'50'51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
Score 36 37 3738*39^40 41 42'43 43^44 45 46l47 48 49SO SI SZS^S^SS56,SSS^60'611 ^ L_J ^^' 1 1 1 62163 65 66
1^0. attempted No. wrong [ 7 ] Number right Score, Test 2
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS
Directions. Work each example and write the answer in the box near it.
If you have to copy your answer, be sure to copy it correctly. Reduce all







18. 8 ) 6152
19. 29 ) 8874
20. 3 8 ) 761 14
21. 78 ) 1 1638
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22. Add 9
It
23. + tV —
24. Add
it
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48. '.004 ).0324
49. 1.25 ) 8 7.5
68. Add 2 ft. 4 in.
3 ft. 8 in,
4 ft. 6 in.
SCHOOL SUBJECTS BEST LIKED IN ONE CITY
600
500 69. How much must
be added to 6 lb.
9 oz. to make 14
lb.?60.Which subject was
liked best ?61.About how many
pupils liked physical
training best ?62.Which was liked by
most pupils, geogra¬
phy or music ? . . . .
60. What is the distance in
miles across the north¬





No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19|20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27j28'29 30 31 32 33 3'
Score 13 14 15 16 17 18 79 2<r 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 jo'ji 32 33134 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
No. RIGHT 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56[57 58 59 60
Score 46 47 48 49 SO 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 66 67 6s|69 7C ■'7 72
No. attempted No, wrong [ 10 ] !/umber right Score, TestS..
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS
Directions. Work each problem and write the answer in the box after the
problem. Do your work in tbe margin at the right of the page.
1. Alice said that she had 22 words right and
8 words wrong in her spelling test. How
many words were in the test ?
2. Mrs. Jones paid 14f!5 for lettuce, 68fi for
oranges, and 29fl for 5 pounds of sugar.
What was her bill ?3.Edna’s mother wants to make Edna a silk
dress. She needs 3 yards of silk. What
will the material cost at $3.20 a yard4,Last week I had 309 stamps in my collec¬
tion. I have 359 now. How many more
have I now ?
6.
6.
If we average 25 miles an hour on our auto
trip, how far can we go in 9 hours ?
Arthur paid a debt of $7.82 with a 10-dollar
bill. How much change should he receive ?
s
67.At noon today the thermometer on our
porch read 18° above zero. At 6 o’clock
it read 13° above zero. How much colder
was it at 6 o’clock than at noon ?
8. My uncle gathered 288 baskets of cherries.
He put the baskets into 4 crates. How
many were in each crate ?
9. There are 19 boys in our club. We made
a radio that cost $23.18. Ifwe share the cost
equally, how much should each boy pay ? .
10. At our picnic there will be 256 fifth-grade
pupils. Each bus holds 32 pupils. How
many busses do we need ?
11. Each of the. 78 fifth-grade pupils will go to
the school picnic. It will cost 37for each
pupil. How much is that in all ?
12. One kind of paper napkins sells for 10^ per
hundred. At that rate, what would 1000
paper napkins cost ?
13. There are 56 pages in our speller. Our
teacher said \ of them are review pages.
How many review pages are there ?
14. Ben’s older brother earns $72 a month.
He allows one eighth of his salary for ex¬
penses on his car. How much does he
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among 5 boys, what part of a bar should
each boy get ?
16. My mother bought a gallon can of maple
syrup, which she put into pint jars. How
many pint jars did she use ?
17. A bill for pencils for our school store was
|4.32. If the pencils were 3ji each, how
many should we have received ?
18. Apples are selling at 4 for 10^. How much
should I pay for 2 dozen ?
19. Emil’s father got 18 baskets of berries. He
said he would give a quarter of them to his
brother and a quarter to a neighbor and
keep the rest. How many baskets was he
going to keep ?20.Nellie practices her music lessons f hour
every day. How many hours of practicing
does she do in 7 days ?21.Mr. Nelson bought a table for |12.75. He
paid $1.50 to have it carted to his shop.
He spent $1.09 to repaint it. He sold it
for $20.00. How much did he gain on it ?
22. Nan was told to buy 8 pounds of nuts for a
party. If they come in 8-ounce boxes, how
many boxes should she buy ?
23. Mary’s mother sent her to the store for
^ gallon of vinegar. How many quarts
did she get ?24.John paid 25^5 for his lettuce seed. He sold
78 heads of lettuce for 5^ a head. How
much did he make on his lettuce ?
26. Mrs. Hall bought a 2f-yard piece of cotton
cloth and a l^yard piece. How much did
she buy all together ?
26. Mr. Lane bought a new flagpole for his
front yard. It is 28f feet long. If he puts
it 4^ feet into the ground, how many feet
of the pole will be above ground ?
27. If Bert puts 25^ in the bank each week, how





28. After each sale of dress goods, the clerk
marked on a little tag the amount of ma¬
terial left. If 2| yards were sold from a
piece containing lOf yards, what should the
clerk write on the tag ? ?.. .
1 12 ] (Go right on to the next page.)













Bob worked hours on Monday, 3f hours
on Tuesday, and 4 hours on Thursday. At
40f5 an hour, how much did he earn ?
How many pieces, f yard in length, could
you cut from 3^ yards of linen ?
What will ice cream for 256 persons cost if
you allow 1 quart of ice cream for 8 persons
and pay $2.00 a gallon for it ?
To go to Morristown, which is 30.8 miles
from New York City, you pass through
South Orange, which is 14.9 miles from
New York City. How far is it from South
Orange to Morristown ?
Nancy had the following marks in her mid¬
term tests : 92, 68, 84, 74, and 100. What
was her average mark ?
Newton is 5f miles north of camp, and An¬
dover is 6^ miles north of Newton. How
far is it from camp to Andover and back ?
My father earns $240 a month. We spend
^ of it for rent, f of it for other expenses,
and save the rest. How much money do
we save a month ?
Max wants to make a yard for his rabbits,
which will measure 6 feet 4 inches by 4 feet
8 inches. How much will the wire netting
to enclose it cost at lOjif a foot ?
Mr. Jones took in $3537 in the 27 business
days of July. How much did he average
for one day ?
Our butcher had on his counter a cut of
meat that weighed 12 pounds. From this
cut, the roast we bought weighed 4 pounds




My bedroom is 12 feet by 16 feet. How
much will it cost to scrape and varnish the U
floor at 12ff a square foot ? L
Stone Bros, have failed in business and state
that they can pay only 70 cents on the
dollar. They owe Dan’s father $10,500. ^
How much should he receive ? L
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3l]32 33 34
Score 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 26\28 29 30 32 34 5557 3^40 42 43 44 46 47 49 50 55 55155 57 59 6o|62|65|65 67
No. RIGHT 35 36 37 38 39 40 Number attempted Number right
Number wrong Score, Test 4Score 68 70 72 73 75 76
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TEST 6. ENGLISH: PART I —LANGUAGE USAGE
Directions. In each sentence one word is left out for each blank line.
Think of the one word that should be written on the blank line to make the
sentence correct and sensible. Write the word in the parentheses after the
sentence. Read the whole sentence before you write the word. (Sometimes
the first letter of the word you are to use is given.) Read the sentence again
after you have written the word, to be sure that it is correct and sensible.
Samples. John says he d like to lose a game (d )
Mary hasn’t more paper left for her lessons.( )
1. “Please / me go,” said the little boy (/ ) i
2. “How many marbles are in your pocket, Henry ?” Henry
said, “I only four.” ( ) i
3. Bill was alone. There weren’t other boys in the room.( );
4. The principal gave Julian a book and said, “Please
this book to your room and give it to your teacher.” ( ) <
5. It took Bill an hour to reach my house. He left his house
at eight o’clock, and he C to my house at nine {C ) i
6. The flower smells SU/ {su> ) (
7. Although I was on the top deck, 15 the fish very clearly. (5 );
8. If he could only hear self sing as other people hear
him, John wouldn’t sing when other people are around. . . ( ) (9.Millie h herself when she fell downstairs {h ) i
10. Silas h never been in New York {h ).
11. “Please do the dishes, Helen,” said mother. “I d
them while you were talking to Miss Jones,” said Helen.. .{d ) i
12. Chester had hardly marbles when he started to play.. ( )i
13. Elva sings beautifully. She 5 a song for us yesterday.(5 ) i
14. I saw you with a strange girl this morning. I never before
saw you and together ( ) i16.I have S several airplanes during the past week which
were so high up that I couldn’t hear them (5 )i
16. Hiram was here for a week, but he has back to the farm.( ):
17. George likes most apples, but he doesn’t like th kind. .{th )
18. A number of men u/ standing on the street corner {w )
19. “Did the bottle sink ?” “No, but it would have S if
it had been full.” (5 )
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20. Ben is afraid. He d like to go out now while it is dark.(t/ ) 20
21. Do you see six books on the table ? Th books are Ben’s.(7/^ ) 21
22. The balloon b because Jack pricked it with a pin {b ) 22
23. “When will your father give you that dollar ?” “He has
g it to me already and I have spent it.” {g ) 23
24. W- you surprised to see us ? {W ) 24
26. David was so sure he won the prize that he asked his
teacher, “Who won the prize ? Was it ?” ( ) 2a
26. He has taken my books home for me many times; so I
I ought to,do the same for him ( ) 26
27. I haven’t wr her for a week, because I broke my arm.(M^ ) 27
28. Harrysaid, “I won therace if I hadtriedharder.”(l4/ ) 28
29. Ned is on the raft. Seehimjump the raft into the water. ( ) 29
30. “Does he always take the same train?” “Yes, he has
t the same train every day for two years.” {t ) 30
31. Either Joe or Tom going to stay after school ( ) 31
32. The committee made up of three boys ( ) 32
33. I am going to take violin lessons. Miss Waters will
me to play the violin ( ) 33
34. These books are Arthur’s, but th are mine {th ) 3436.Everybody will take own seat ( ) 35
36. Jim go to the movies if he finishes his work soon ? ..( . >36
37. There no other passenger in the car. Ann was alone.(w/ ) 37
38. The boys play with him though he is younger than th .{th ) as
39. A variety of fruits LU in the bowl on the table {lu ) 39
40. “Are these books for you, Betty, or for Ruth ?” “They
are for both her and ,” said Betty ( )4o
41. W- did you say wanted to see me ? {IV ) 4i
42. Nora’s sewing is nice. Beth sews f? too {f? ) 42
43. The four children together had a dollar. How much would
each have if the money were divided equally them ?. . ( ) 43
44. We had to walk veiy qu in order to get there on time.. {qu ) 44
46. With w was Sally playing when you saw her yesterday t{w ) 45
46. Mother objects to W playing ball, but father does not.(W ) 46
[ IS ] STOP!
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PART n —PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION
Directions. In the sentences below, some punctuation marks and capital
letters are left out. In the parentheses after each sentence copy each word
after which there should be a punctuation mark and write the punctuation
mark after it. Also copy each word that should be capitalized and write
it with a capital letter. The samples show you how to do it.
Samples. John came home he was very tired. ( hoYne. He )
Where was the ball it was on the chair.( ball? It )
47. Mary is a good girl she helps her mother. . . .. ( ) 47
48. The children went for a walk the sun was shining
brightly. ( )48
49. I do not know on which street it is this may be the
right street. ( ) 49
60. Who will bring me the book that is on the table
thank you, John. ( )»
61. Does Carl want the candy or the fruit he prefers
candy but likes fruit too. ( ) 51
62. John has a rabbit he brought it to school the chil¬
dren like to play with it. ( ) 52
63. Nan did not know where to look for her doll she was
sure she had left it in her room it is not there. ( ) 53
Directions. In each of the following sentences put in the capital letters
and the commas, periods, and other punctuation marks that have been left
out. Do not change any punctuation that is already in any sentence.
i gave Dick three marbles
while they were waiting patiently for supper Sam got together ■
wood paper and dried leaves for the fire.
Will you come to school on tuesday
We dont go to the seashore in the summer.
Neds mother roasts a turkey every thanksgiving.
Mother said, Ned you must put your toys away now.
Jims home is on peachtree street.
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Score 12 13 13 14 IS IS 16 16 17 18 19 19 20 21 21 22 23 24 25 25 27 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 37 38 39 40
No. RIGHT 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67
Score 41 42 43 44 4S 46 47 48 49 SO 52 S3 S4 55 55 S8 59 60 52 63 54 55 68 59 70 72 73 75 75 78 80 81 82
No. attempted No. wrong No. right Score, Test 5
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TEST 6. LITERATURE
Directions. After each question there are four answers, of which only one
is correct. In the parentheses after each question put the number of the
correct answer.
Sample. Sleeping Beauty was awakened by a —
1 king 2 fairy 3 bear 4 prince ( )
1. Little Boy Blue was told to — 1 blow his bom 2 mind his brother
3 chase the cows 4 waken the birds ( )i
2. Cinderella went to the ball —
1 with her sister 2 with the prince 3 alone 4 with her mother( ) 2
3. The Tar Baby caught a— 1 rabbit 2 bear 3 boy 4 goat...( )34.When Jack climbed the beanstalk, he saw —
1 a horse 2 an elf 3 a giant 4 a dwarf ( )4
6. In “Little Black Sambo” the tigers turned into —
1 princes 2 butter 3 snakes 4 salt ( )6
6. In “ Brother Fox’s Two Big Dinners” Brother Rabbitwent to a barbecue
given by — 1 Brother Fox 2 Remus 3 Drusilla 4 Brother Bear( ) e
7. “Joseph and His Brothers” is a— 1 Bible story 2 Greek myth
3 fairy tale 4 poem by Robert L. Stevenson ( )7
8. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow wrote —
1 music 2 fairy tales 3 poems 4 mystery stories ( )8
9. Alice’s adventures were caused by a —
1 dog 2 cat 3 rabbit 4 rat ( ) 910.“Sail on! sail on ! sail on! and on!” refers to —
1 Hercules 2 Columbus 3 Jason 4 the Flying Dutchman .. .. ( ) 10
11. A poem usually contains —
1 12 lines 2 birds 3 queer words 4 feeling or emotion ( ) 11
12. A poem is often like a —
1 song 2 person 3 bird 4 story ( ) 12
13. In “Peter Pan” a little boy has a fight with —
1 wolves 2 Indians 3 pirates 4 bears ( ) 13
14. “It is better to be alone than in bad company” means —
1 if you do wrong, tell nobody 2 never be alone if you can be with others
3 avoid bad companions 4 bad companions should stay by themselves ( ) u
16. Rikki-Tikkl-Tavi was —
1 an Indian 2 a mongoose 3 an elephant 4 a parrot ( ) is
16. Jupiter was a— 1 witch 2 country 3 general 4 god ( ) le
17. Old Ironsides was a— 1 general 2 fort 3 ship 4 song ( ) n
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18. “ Damon and Pythias ” is a story of —
1 friendship 2 hatred 3 vikings 4 envy ( ) u
19. A fable usually — 1 tells a joke 2 has a dwarf in it
3 teaches some lesson 4 tells about Greece ( ) ^
20. “The Barefoot Boy” is a poem about —
1 an orphan lad 2 a coimtry boy 3 a lazy boy 4 a city boy • • • ( ) 20
21. “A house without books is like a room without windows ” means —
, 1 books give the light of knowledge 2 books should be kept clean
3 everybody reads books 4 everybody needs fresh air ( ) 21
22. Paul Revere’s signal to start was a —
1 shout 2 message 3 shot 4 light ( ) 22
23. The Good Samaritan saw a man who was wounded, and —
1 pitied him 2 helped him 3 hastened by 4 ran for help ( ) 23
24. Where there’s a will, there’s a —
1 mistake 2 way 3 promise 4 proverb ( ) 2426.When we plant a tree we “plant” —
• 1 a ship 2 a road 3 an airplane 4 a farm ( ) 25
26. Neptune was the god of the— 1 moon 2 sun 3 stars 4 sea( ) 26
27. Hiawatha learned how to use a —
1 gun 2 pen 3 bow and arrow 4 slingshot ( ) 27
28. Perseus was successful in securing — 1 the Golden Fleece
2 Aladdin’s Lamp 3 Medusa’s head 4 Proserpina ( ) 28
29. The Village Blacksmith became sad when he thought of his —
1 wife 2 daughter 3 friend 4 mother ( )29
30. “Seven Times One” is a— 1 poem 2 fairy tale 3 play 4 proverb( )3o
31. “The King of the Golden River” teaches men —
1 farming 2 mining 3 charity 4 poverty ( ) 31
32. “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” is the story of— la President
2 a rich farmer’s house 3 a Negro slave 4 life in the jungle . . . . ( ) 32
33. Captain Miles Standish was a friend of— 1 Columbus
2 the Quakers 3 the Pilgrims 4 Sir Walter Raleigh ( )33
34. The flower we think of when we read “In Flanders Fields” is the —
1 rose 2 daffodil 3 daisy 4 poppy ( ) 3<
36. A poem by Joyce Kilmer is —
1 “ Rain ” 2 “ Trees ” 3 “ Earth ” 4 “ Robins ” ( ) 3i
36. A pair of silver skates reminds us of —
1 Tom Sawyer 2 Hans Brinker 3 Peter Pan 4 King Arthur. . ( ) 3(
37. A lion’s den reminds us of— 1 Joseph 2 Daniel 3 Saul 4 Moses( )3)
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2 hxxnting 3 working 4 playing with children ( ) ss39.The name “Jo” recalls to us —
1 Hans Brinker 2 Peter Pan 3 Black Beauty 4 Little Women ( ) 3940.Joan of Arc was a — 1 princess 2 city girl 3 witch 4 peasant girl( ) 40
41. Buck, an Alaskan husky, was a —
1 horse 2 lumberjack 3 dog 4 polar bear ( ) 41
42. Because of his love for “The Great Stone Face” Ernest became —
1 lazy 2 selfish 3 energetic 4 noble ( ) 42
43. “America, the Beautiful” is about— 1 the Revolution
2 love of country 3 a trip west 4 fields of cotton ( )43
44. In his poem about the little brook, James Whitcomb Riley asks it to —
1 run away 2 dance 3 sing 4 give him water ( ) 4446.“The Star-Spangled Banner” was written during a war with —
1 Spain 2 Mexico 3 England 4 the South ( ) 45
46. Orpheus was — la builder 2 a soldier 3 a musician 4 an outlaw( ) 46
47. “An Incident of the French Camp” is a poem about —
1 John Gilpin 2 King Admetus 3 Napoleon 4 Miles Standish ( ) 47
48. In “ Daffodils ” the poet writes of — la single flower
2 a vase of flowers 3 a field of flowers 4 an artificial flower.... ( ) 48
49. Ichabod was terrified by —
1 the stom 2 a man on a black horse 3 the noise 4 the dark ( ) 49
50. The young boy helped “Somebody’s Mother” across the street
because he — 1 thought of his own mother 2 was a Boy Scout
3 hoped to get a reward 4 wanted to show off ( ) 50
61. John Greenleaf Whittier was —
1 a poet 2 a President 3 an actor 4 a general ( ) si
Directions. In the parentheses after each character in Column 2 put the
number of the character from Column 1 that appears in the same story.
Column 1 Column 2
1. Pinocchio 62. Robinson Crusoe.... ( ) 52
2. William Tell
3. Aunt Miranda 63. Robin Hood ( ) 53
4. Friar Tuck
64. Jerry ( ) 545. Friday
6. Pollyanna 66. Aunt Polly ( ) 55
7. Evangeline
8. Black Beauty 66. Gessler ( ) 56
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Directions. Each character in the second column is from, a story or
poem in the first column. In the parentheses after each character in the
second column put the number of the story or the poem in which it appears.
1. Heidi
2. Dog of Flanders
3. David’s Victory over the Giant
4. Pollyanna
6. A Christmas Carol
6. Sherlock Holmes
7. Legend of Sleepy Hollow
8. Lorna Doone
67. Scrooge ( ) 57
68. Peter.. ( ) 55
69. Dr. Watson... ( ) 59
60. The Philistine ( )6o
61. Nello ( ’)6i
Directions. Each description or incident in the second column tells
something about a character or a story in the first column. In the paren¬
theses after each item in the second column put the number of the character
or the story from the first column that it tells about.
1. Abou Ben Adhem
2. The Mad Tea Party
3. Robin Hood
4. Wee Winnie Winkie
6. The Children’s Hour
6. I Meant to Do My
Work Today
7. In Flanders Fields
8. A Christmas Carol
62. He lived in Sherwood Forest with his
merry men ( ) 62
63. The children would rush in and climb
upon their father’s chair ( )63
64. Scrooge repented ( )6466.A glorious day tempts a poet to leave his
work ( )65
66. The Dormouse seemed to be asleep all the
time ( )66
Directions. In the parentheses after each quotation below put the num¬
ber of the title with which it is associated.
1. America 3. Psalm I 6. An Old Athenian Oath
2. Gettysburg Address 4. America, the Beautiful • 7. The Beatitudes
5. A Loyalty Pledge
67. “Long may our land be bright with Freedom’s holy light” ( )67
68. “America! America! God shed His grace on thee And crown thy
good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea” ( )68
69. “I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to
the Republic for which it stands” ( ) 69
70. “For Jehovah knoweth the way of the righteous, but the way of the
ungodly shall perish ” ( ) 70
STOP!
No. RIGHT 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1
18|19 20 21 22! 23 24 25|26 27 28 29[30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
Score 11 12 13 13 14 IS 16 17 18 iP 20 21 22 2^24 25 26 27128 29 30\31 32 34 35 36 28 39 40 41 42142 44 45
No. RIGHT 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 54 55j5657 58 59]60 61 62 63 64 65 66|67 68 69 70
Score 46 47 48 4950 51 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6l\62'64\65 66 67 68 69 71 72 7^74 751 1 76 78 79
No. attempted No. wrong No. right Score, Test 6
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TEST 7. HISTORY AND CIVICS
Directions. After each question there are four answers, only one of which
is right. In the parentheses after each question put the number of the right
answer.
Sample. America was discovered by —1Cortes 2 Balboa 3 Columbus 4 Cabot ( )
1. The first of these countries to explore the New World was —1Spain 2 England 3 France 4 Italy ( ) i
2. The Puritans had difficulty with the Quakers about —1food 2 religion 3 land 4 Indians ( ) 2
3. Washington’s home at Mount Vernon was a —
1 farm 2 small village 3 fort 4 very large plantation ( ) 3
4. One of the first men to move west of the Appalachians was —
1 Washington 2 Franklin 3 William Penn 4 Daniel Boone . . ( ) 46.The Spaniards knew nothing of America before 1492 because —
1 their ships could not cross the ocean
2 they did not know about the wealth of the New World
3 they were afraid to cross the ocean 4 they feared the Indians . . . . ( ) 6
6. After the Civil War the Negroes in the South were— 1 sent to the cities2forced to work on the farms 3 forced to work in factories 4 free( ) e
7. Eli Whitney invented the —
1 reaper 2 telephone 3 cotton gin 4 sewing machine ( ) 7
8. A foreigner is a — 1 native citizen 2 naturalized citizen 3 Socialist4person bom in another country ( )8
9. The first commercially successful steamboat was developed by —
1 Watt 2 Fulton 3 Cooper 4 Franklin ( )9
10. Lewis and Clark — 1 captured forts in the Revolutionary War
2 were famous Indian fighters 3 were traders
4 explored the Great Northwest ( ) 10
11. The Pony Express was — la small train 2 a famous express train
3 a method for sending mail 4 the first railroad to the West ( ) 11
12. The telegraph was invented by —
1 Morse 2 Franklin 3 Whitney 4 Field ( ) 12
13. If a fire breaks out in a house in a city, the department that should be
notified is the — 1 Health Department 2 Water Department3Fire Department 4 Tenement House Department ( ) 13
14. After 1800 the North —
1 helped spread slavery 2 was determined to have a low tariff
3 wanted war with Mexico 4 opposed the spreading of slavery ( ) 14
16. Marco Polo brought to Europe a great deal of information about —
1 China 2 Palestine 3 Atlantis 4 Eg3rpt ( ) is
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16.Roger Williams was driven out of Massachusetts because of —1lack of food 2 religion 3 lawbreaking 4 trouble with Indians ( ) i,
17. A name associated with the invention of the airplane is —
1 Lindbergh 2 Edison 3 Byrd 4 Wright ( ) i;
18. Garbage should be — 1 thrown into the ocean or a river
2 used to fill swamps 3 burned 4 thrown into sewers ( ) ij
19. The first voyage around the world took —14 months 2 6 months 3 a year 4 more than 3 years ( ) h
20. Columbus was born in — 1 England 2 Spain 3 Italy 4 Portugal( ) 2t
21. A famous family that moved early to Kentucky was that of —
1 Washington 2 Penn 3 Lincoln 4 Franklin ( ) 21
22. If a child who lives in a city has a contagious disease and his brother
goes to school, you should inform the — 1 Tenement House Department
2 Police Department 3 Law Department 4 Health Department. . ( ) 2s
23. Child labor is bad because —
1 it interferes with the education of the children 2 it is illegal
3 children should not have money 4 children should not work ( ) 2;
24. At first the Pilgrims — 1 were almost destroyed by Indian attacks
2 fought the Indians 3 were friendly with the Indians
4 had a war with King Philip ( ) a26.The automobile was invented in —
1 England 2 France 3 Germany 4 the United States ( ) 2i
26. The thing that made the Jamestown colony profitable was —
1 tobacco 2 gold 3 ammunition 4 trading ( ) a
27. If you break a school window, you should —
1 tell the principal you did it 2 repair it
3 say nothing 4 say you didn’t do it ( ) z
28. If your political party nominates a man you know is unfit for the office,
you should — 1 vote for him an3nvay 2 resign from your party3not vote at all 4 vote for the candidate who you think is the best one( ) 2s
29. The Puritans — 1 were the Separatists 2 settled in Holland
3 were opposed to war 4 settled the Colony of Massachusetts Bay .. ( ) 29
30. The first fighting of the Revolutionary War took place in —
1 New York 2 Virginia 3 Connecticut 4 Massachusetts ( ) *
31. A state that was not one of the Thirteen Colonies is —
1 New Jersey 2 Maine 3 Delaware 4 Georgia ( ) 3'
32. As a result of Cabot’s explorations— 1 he founded colonies in America
2 England claimed North America 3 England went to war with Spain
4 the Line of Demarcation was determined (
33. When Henry Hudson discovered New York, he was sailing under the
flag of— 1 Italy 2 England 3 Holland 4 Spain (
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34. The telephone was invented by — 1 Bell 2 Morse 3 Field 4 Edison( ) 3436.An important event that hastened the Revolutionary War was —
1 the capture of New York by the British 2 Bacon’s Rebellion
3 the repeal of the Stamp Act 4 the Boston Tea Party ( ) 35
36. The “Forty-Niners” were— 1 settlers in Texas
2 men who fought for Oregon 3 a regiment in the Revolutionary War
4 seekers for gold in California ( ) 36
37. The French had trouble in settling America chiefly because of —1lack of money 2 the severe climate
3 the enmity of the Iroquois 4 lack of food ( ) 37
38. Slaves were first introduced into the colonies —
1 because cheap labor was needed to grow tobacco 2 to grow com
3 to grow cotton 4 to fight the Indians ( ) 38
39. Several important wars in the American colonies were fought be¬
tween — 1 France and Spain 2 France and England
3 England and Holland 4 England and Spain ( ) 39
40. In a city, the plans for a new building have to be approved by the —
1 Bureau of Licenses 2 Bureau of Buildings
3 Health Department 4 Police Department ( ) 40
41. Community health depends most directly on — la high tax rate
2 a pure water supply 3 good railroad transportation 4 good schools ( ) 41
42. While he was President, Washington succeeded in having —
1 war with England 2 the Erie Canal finished
3 peace with all countries 4 railroads built ( ) 42
43. As a result of the French and Indian War — 1 England lost much land
2 the colonists became independent 3 France lost most of her pos¬
sessions in America 4 the Indians were driven from the East ( ) 43
44. An important city obtained with the Louisiana Purchase was —
1 Cinciimati 2 Pittsburgh 3 Louisville 4 New Orleans ( ) 4446.To become an American citizen, an immigrant must —
1 go to school 2 save money 3 be naturalized 4 own land . . . ( ) 45
46. Money is coined by the — 1 Department of Commerce
2 Treasury Department 3 War Department 4 Department of Justice ( ) 4e
47. The first railroad to join the East and the West was finished —
1 about 1850 2 about 1890 3 after 1900 4 just after the Civil War( ) 47
48. The Erie Canal — 1 has not been used much in recent years
2 has always been used more than railroads 3 has not been improved
since it was built 4 passes through several mountains ( ) 48
-49. The handling of the mails is controlled by the —
1 Treasury Department 2 Department of the Interior
3 Department of Commerce 4 Post Office Department ( ) 49
60. The most important Southern general in the Civil War was —
1 Beauregard 2 Early 3 Lee 4 Meade ( ) 6c
61. If most citizens do not like a law, they should —
1 refuse to pay their taxes 2 try to have it repealed
3 not obey it 4 try to get others to disobey it ( ) si
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62. Right after the Civil War the South was controlled by the— 1 Negroes
2 Confederate Army 3 Northern politicians 4 Ku Klux Klan ....( )52
53. The French decided to help the colonies after the battle of —
1 Brandywine 2 Trenton 3 Yorktown 4 Saratoga ( )53
64. The community that depends most on other people for its food and
clothing is the — 1 large city 2 farming village
3 frontier settlement 4 primitive village ( ) S466.The two states of Continental United States last admitted to the Union
are in the— 1 Northwest 2 South 3 Southeast 4 Southwest . ( ) 55
66. Before Texas became part of the United States —
1 only Americans settled it 2 there were no Americans in it
3 many Americans settled there 4 Americans bought all of Texas. . . ( ) se
67. Money should not be given to beggars because —
1 it will make them keep on begging 2 more people will beg
3 they will hoard it 4 they will use it improperly ( ) si
68. When the Revolution started, most of the colonists wanted —
1 independence of Great Britain 2 Great Britain to respect their rights
3 Great Britain to pay back all their taxes 4 to form the United States ( ) 58
69. Federal refers to the — 1 city 2 county 3 state 4 whole country( ) 59
60. Much money was raised by the United States during the World War
by — 1 taxation 2 the draft 3 increased business
4 getting people to buy Liberty Bonds ( )6o
61. A person should be quarantined who — 1 is a member of a imion
2 is illiterate 3 has a contagious disease 4 is not a citizen ( ) ei
62. The first kind of writing paper was called —
1 manuscript 2 papyrus 3 note 4 hand made ( )62
63. Electricity has been used widely for lighting homes for about —
1 30 years 2 60 years 3 100 years 4 600 years ( ) es
64. As a result of the war with Spain —
1 we became a world power 2 we lost the friendship of Mexico
3 we made enemies in Europe 4 our navy improved ( )64
66. Manufacturing in the Middle Ages was done chiefly —
1 by guilds 2 in cities 3 in monasteries 4 in castles ( ) es
66. The first American war in which the telephone was used was the —
1 War of 1812 2 Civil War 3 Spanish-American War 4 World War( ) ee
67. A famous battle of the World War was fought at —
1 Manila 2 the Marne 3 London 4 Berlin ( ) e:
68. The invention of the printing press was important chiefly because —
1 it gave work to printers 2 it helped spread knowledge
3 most people learned to read when books were printed
4 monks didn’t have to copy books by hand ( ) 6869.A strike is — 1 the temporary refusal of laborers to work for an employer
2 a boycott 3 a lockout 4 a demand for higher wages ( ) 6970.A famous Hebrew who held an important position in the Egyptian
government was — 1 Moses 2 Joseph 3 Aaron 4 Joshua... ( ) 70
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71. Having citizens vote on a law first passed by the legislature is called
the — 1 recall 2 initiative 3 referendum 4 direct primary . . . ( ) 71
72. The direct primary is mainly for the purpose of —
1 deciding ahead of time who will be elected
2 selecting the candidates who will run for office
3 giving the party bosses a chance to elect their men
4 putting out unfit candidates ( ) 72
73. A man famous for stamping out yellow fever in Cuba was —1Gorgas 2 Goethals 3 Pasteur 4 Reed ( ) 73
74. In the World War first use was made of —1poisonous gas 2 the telephone 3 balloons 4 steel warships . ( ) 7476.The Crusades were started because of —
1 the capture of Palestine by the Turks
2 the need of colonies 3 the fall of Rome 4 Mohammedanism .. ( ) 76
76. The Christian religion began —
1 before the Roman Empire ended 2 while Greece ruled the world
3 before Egyptian civilization 4 after the end of the Roman Empire ■( ) 76
Directions. After each event in the list below put the number —
1 if it happened before the Settling of Jamestown.
2 if it happened between the Settling of Jamestown and the Adoption of the
Constitution.
3 if it happened between the Adoption of the Constitution and the Civil War.
4 if it happened between the Civil War and the Spanish-American War.
5 if it happened since the Spanish-American War.
For example, you should write the number 1 after “Columbus discovered
America,” because it happened before the Settling of Jamestown.
Sample. Columbus discovered America ( )
77. Columbus sailed from Europe to find a route to India ( ) 77
78. The first airplane trip over the Atlantic was made ( ) 73
79. New York was first settled by the Dutch ( ) 79
80. Franklin was ambassador to France ( ) so
81. Gold was discovered in California ( ) si
82. The airplane was invented ( ) 82
83. Hudson explored the Hudson River ( ) sa
84. The telephone was Invented ( )84
85. The airplane was used for delivery of mall ( ) 85
86. The Constitutional Convention took place ( ) se
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12|13[l4|15 16 17jl8|19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3031 32 33 34
Score 11 12 12 13 13 14 IS 15 16 l)l7 7« iojzo ZljzZ 22 23 24 25 26 26,27 2S 29 30 37 32 33 34135 36136137
No. RIGHT 35 36 37 38 39 4041 42 43 44 45 46[47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68
Score 38 39 40 474243 44 444546 47 47 4S 4« 49 49 50 50 57 57 52 52j53 53 54 54 55 5556 56 57 58 59 59
No. RIGHT 69 70 71 72 737475 76 77 78 79'80 8l'82'83 84’85 86
Number rightScore 60 61 62 63 54'64 65 66 67 686^ 70717273 7)75 76
No. attempted No. wrong [ 25 ] Score, Test 7
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TEST 8. GEOGRAPHY
Directions. In the parentheses after each activity named in Column 1 put the
numbers of three of the occupations (from Column 2) that are needed for it.
Column 1 {Activities) Column 2 [Occupations)











( ) 9. taxicab driver
Directions. Study the map below. Then answer the following questions
about it. Each question has four answers. Put the number of the one
correct answer in the -parentheses after the question.
1. In what direction do the streets
run ?
1 northeast 2 east-west
3 north-south 4 southwest ( ) 78.In what direction would you
start to go by the shortest way
from the City Bank to School
12?
1 north 2 south
3 northeast 4 east ( ) s9.How many blocks is Lincoln Circle from the park ?
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 ( )910.In what part of the map is the park ?
1 northwest 2 southeast 3 east 4 west ( ) r11.In what part of the map are most of the houses ?
1 south ' 2 northwest 3 northeast 4 west ( ) i
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Directions. In the paren¬
theses after each question
put the number of the one
correct answer.
12. Which letter on the map at
the left shows where there is
a railroad ?
1 A 2 Q 3 B 4 H( ) 12
13. Which city is on the railroad ?
IE 2 1 3 F 4 D( )-i314.Which letter on the map shows where there is a lake ?
IP 2N 3E 4G ( )i4
16. Which letter shows where there is a river? IK 2 L 3 A 4 D( ) 15
16. In which direction is city H from city I?
1 west 2 east 3 northeast 4 southwest ( ) le
17. Which letter shows where there is a cape? IK 2M 3C 4R( )i7
18. Which letter shows where there is a bay? IE 2S 3F 4I( )i8
19. Which letter shows where there is a delta? IF 2 J 3 1 4 E( ) 19
Directions. After each question there are four answers, of which only one is
correct. In the parentheses after each question put the number of the cor¬
rect answer.
Sample. Which state has the largest population ?
1 Pennsylvania 2 Ohio 3 New York 4 Illinois ( )
20. Eskimos make their clothing chiefly of —
1 cotton 2 animal skins 3 wool 4 flax ( )2o
21. By means of what is the ocean kept from flooding the land in Holland ?
1 windmills 2 canals 3 dikes 4 irrigation ( ) 21
22. Desert travel is made dangerous by —
1 sand storms 2 bad roads 3 thunder storms 4 cold nights .. ( ) 22
23. For heating and cooking food, the people of Central Africa use —
1 gas 2 wood 3 coal 4 electricity ( ) 23
24. The Eskimos eat mostly —
1 milk 2 vegetables 3 meat 4 fruit ( ) 24
26. If you face north, the direction at your right will be —
1 west 2 north 3 east 4 south ( ) 25
26. In a hot, wet country there are usually —
1 very thick forests 2 deserts 3 mountains 4 waterfalls ( ) 26
[ 27 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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27. The chief food of most of the Japanese people is —
1 wheat 2 rice 3 meat 4 tea ( ) 27
28. Most of Arabia is —
1 below sea level 2 mountainous 3 desert 4 swamp land . . . ( ) 23
29. The number of hours of daylight in a summer day is greatest near —
1 the equator 2 the north pole 3 New York City 4 London • • ( ) 29
30. If you face south, the direction at your left will be —
1 north 2 south 3 east 4 west ( ) 30
31. One of Canada’s most important natural resources is —
1 rubber 2 helium 3 salt 4 fur-bearing animals ( ) 31
32. The leading industry in the western part of Texas is —
1 cotton growing 2 grazing 3 mining 4 manufacturing ( ) 32
33. Most of the people living near the Amazon River are —
1 native Indians 2 Portuguese 3 Americans 4 Spaniards . . . . ( ) 33
34. If rubber grows in a country, we know that the country has —
1 plains 2 mountains 3 a very warm climate 4 rich farm land( ) 34
36. Germany is noted for its — 1 silk 2 tobacco 3 flowers 4 toys( ) 35
36. When it is summer in Australia, in the United States it is —
1 spring 2 summer 3 autumn 4 winter ( ) 36
37. In what part of Asia is China ? 1 north 2 south 3 east 4 west( ) 37
38. Rabbits are a serious pest in Australia because they —
1 eat the grass 2 attack the sheep 3 carry disease 4 are not native ( ) ss
39. Three major rivers of France flow-^
1 south 2 north 3 east 4 west ( ) 39
40. Newfoundland’s chief industry is —
1 farming 2 mining 3 lumbering 4 fishing ( )4o
41. Germany is noted for its manufacture of —
1 cigarettes 2 automobiles 3 scientific instruments 4 books.. ( )«
42. The people produce for themselves almost all they eat or wear in —
1 New York City 2 Delaware 3 Central Africa 4 England ...( )42
43. By “dry farming” is meant — 1 farming in deserts 2 irrigation
3 truck gardening 4 raising crops that can withstand dry seasons • • • ( ) «
44. The ports of Oregon and Washington ship a great deal of —
1 steel products 2 lumber 3 oranges 4 clothing ( ) a
46. The chief product of Hawaii is —
> 1 sugar 2 copra 3 cotton 4 rice ( ) 45
[ 28 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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46. The continent having the largest number of countries is —
1 North America 2 Europe 3 Asia 4 South America ( ) 46
47. In what general direction does the Columbia River flow as it enters
the Pacific ? 1 east 2 west 3 north 4 south ( ) 47
48. The most important tobacco-producing state is —
1 Kentucky 2 Ohio 3 Virginia 4 Connecticut ( ) 48
49. One of the most valuable resources of the Lake Superior region is —
1 coal 2 iron 3 steel 4 silver ( ) 49
60. The chief export from Chile is —
1 wool 2 meat 3 nitrate 4 coal ( )5o
61. The chief seaport of France is —
1 Paris 2 Bordeaux 3 Le Havre 4 Marseille ( ) 51
62. Most of Norway is — 1 plain 2 plateau 3 mountain 4 swamp land( ) 52
63. Most ships using the Suez Canal are —
1 American 2 French 3 English 4 Italian ( )53
64. In what general direction does the Hudson River flow ?
1 north 2 south 3 southeast 4 southwest ( ) 5466.The time it takes the earth to travel once about the sun is —
1 one day 2 one century 3 one month 4 one year ( ) 55
66. The state producing most corn is —
1 Nebraska 2 Illinois 3 Minnesota 4 Iowa ( ) se
67. The crop grown most widely in the United States is —
1 com 2 wheat 3 cotton 4 tobacco ( ) 57
68. An industry especially important in the Rocky Mountain states is —
1 mining 2 manufacturing 3 fishing 4 trading ( ) ss
69. The state of Washington is noted for its —
1 pears 2 oranges 3 apples 4 peaches ( ) 59
60. An illustration of a country made warmer by an ocean current is —
1 Spain 2 Norway 3 Brazil 4 Labrador ( ) eo
61. Of all the corn in the world, the corn belt of the United States pro¬
duces — 1 one tenth 2 one fifth 3 one third 4 three fourths( ) ei
62. Compared with railroad transportation a boat — 1 is quicker
2 is more convenient 3 costs less 4 reaches more places ( ) 02
63. An important industry in Spain and Portugal is —
1 manufacturing 2 lumbering 3 wine making 4 fishing ( ) es
64. Most of the people in the plateau area of Brazil are engaged in —
1 farming 2 mining 3 lumbering 4 manufacturing ( )64
66. The animal raised in largest quantities in the corn belt of the United
States is the — 1 hog 2 horse 3 cow 4 sheep ( ) es
[ 29 ] (C'O on to the next page.)
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66. In what part of the United States is New York City ?
1 north 2 northeast 3 east 4 northwest ( )
67. New Jersey has a great deal of truck farming chiefly because —
1 the growing season is long 2 the earth is rich 3 the earth is flat
4 there are many large cities near by ( )
68. An important seaport is —
1 San Francisco 2 Buffalo 3 Pittsburgh 4 Toledo ( )
69. The continent that has the most irregular coast is —
1 North America 2 Australia 3 Europe 4 Africa ( )70.Switzerland has no — 1 cities 2 railroads 3 forests 4 seacoast( )
71. France imports from the United States —
1 wine 2 sugar 3 silk 4 automobiles ( )
72. In what direction is Nebraska from Kansas ?
1 north 2 south 3 east 4 west ( )73.Massachusetts became important in the manufacture of woolens be¬
cause it has — la favorable climate 2 easy access to raw materials
3 excellent water-power resources 4 a large munber of immigrants . ( )74.We import a great deal of —
1 wheat 2 lumber 3 sugar 4 machinery.... ( )76.In what direction is Vermont from New Hampshire ?
1 north 2 south 3 east 4 west ( )
76. The most densely populated country of Europe is —
1 Belgium 2 Holland 3 France 4 Germany ( )
77. The climate of western Europe is influenced chiefly by —
1 its latitude 2 the mountains 3 an ocean current
4 winds from the Mediterranean ( )
78. In what direction is Dallas from Kansas City ?
1 north 2 south 3 east 4 west ( )
79. In respect to coast line Czechoslovakia is like —
1 Switzerland and Austria 2 England 3 Germany 4 Albania. ( )
80. Many of the people in Arabia are —
1 miners 2 laborers 3 lumbermen 4 nomads ( )
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29|30]3132 33 34
Score 11 11 12 12 12 13 13 1413^1515 16 17 17 18 18 19 20\20 21 22 23 23 2425 26 27 28 29 29 3o\31 32 33
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44|45 46 47 48 49'5o'5l'52'531 1 1 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68
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1 1 i 1 134\3S 36 37^38 39 40 4l\42 42 43 44 4946 46''47[48 49^So'so'5l's2^53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 62 64
No. RIGHT 69 70 71 72j73j74
1 1 1 >
757677 7879 80 Number attemp
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Score, Test 8Score 65 66 67 6970^71 72{I3Jt;T677 79
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Score 37 38 39 40 41 42\43 44 46 47 48 49\so\si 62 S3 55 56 57 68 69 60 61 62 63 64 65 66|67 68
* See Scoring Key in regard to bonus for Grades 5 and 6.
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* Values above Grade 9“ are extrapolated.
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as
revealed by his test scores. The test scores which are needed for the completion of the Profile Chart
are obtained from the tables at the end of each test and are copied into the form provided on the title
page. In plotting the scores, open the test booklet and lay it flat so that both the title page and the Profile
Chart are in view. Plot the individual scores entered in the table on the proper scales and join these
points to make the profile. The Supervisor’s Manual should be consulted for ftuither details concern-
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*Code: l = Sickness; 2=Work at home; 3 = Work away
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7“School not meeting needs; 8“
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43. K the letters s a h n e t were arranged properly, they
would spell: 1 salute, 2 nature, 3 hasten, 4 eastern,
5 target EHIllIIllI]
44. Night is the opposite of: 1 week, 2 day, 3 dark, 4 even¬
ing, 5 morning 1T|[|][1][4][|]
45 freight carry mail and trains. If these words' were
arranged to make a good sentence, what would be the
last letter of the first word? Is, 2 y, 31, 4 t, 5 c [T] [2] [s] [T] [F]
46. The son of my father’s brother is my; 1 aunt, 2 nephew,
3 cousin, 4brother, 5 son [r][|][Tl[T][T]
67. “When the lion withdraws, the hyenas play” means
about the same as: 1 The lazy person has no legs.
2 Man amasses and time disperses. 3 He who eats
alone, coughs alone. 4 Birds of a feather flock together.
5 When the cat’s away, the mice will play UlUISSIll
68. fruit children good cereals are for and If these words
were arranged to make a good sentence, what would be
the second word? 1 fruit, 2 children, 3 good, 4 cereals,
5 and 00IIIB1I]
69. Tall is to short as day is to: 1 long, 2 night, 3 week,
4pay, 5 ever [IKIllllSII]
47. If the letters n e a g g e were arranged properly, they
would spell: 1 agrees, 2 garden, 3 neglect, 4 engage,
5 gauge 1T|[|][3][T][5]
48 9286397342863295162783572 In this number, how
, many 9’s are followed by a 2? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
■4 four, 5 five [T] U] [J] [7] [I]
19. To tour is to make a: 1 promise, 2 dwelling, 3 journey,
4 foundation, 5 success [1] [2] [|] [7] [5]
50 8364283978524935824385928 In this number, how1many 8’s come just before 5? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4 four, 5 five HllllZlIIIli]
51. Tuesday is to "Week as March is to: 1 April, 2 year,3week, 4 winter, 5 night Q] [2] [1] |T] [5]
52. A lease usually means a: 1 loss, 2 recess, 3 contract,
4blossom, 5pattern UIIIISIIIII]
53. If the letters s 1 0 m 0 b s were arranged properly, they
would spell: 1 molest, 2 blooms, 3 blossom, 4 observe,
5 lovable [HIIISIIIH]
54. 8269372840698274283665284 In this number, how
many 2’s come just before 8? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4four- 5five ElllSlJlli]
55. Which word does not belong with the others? 1 pepper,2cloves, 3 ginger, 4 flour, 5 cinnamon [11BIZI0II] 70. D is to C as m isto: IW, 2[Z, 3l—I, 41 I, 5C HIU][II[i][s]71. Which word does not .belong with the others? 1 Idk,2 Paul, 3 Lucy, 4 Janet, 5 Joyce EHISHII]72. staff, bread the life called is of If these words werearranged to make a good sentence, what would be theword after “of”? 1 staff, 2 bread, 3 the, 4 life, 5 called H H [I] [I] [5]73. Expand is the opposite of: 1 intake, 2 propound, 3 con¬tract, 4 impound, 5 dead [IHSEH74. u is to I i as is to: lO , 2r^, 3I I, 4111,5 D [I] [2] 0 H HI75. Temporary means that which is not: 1 homelike,2 familiar, 3 similar, 4 automatic, 5 permanent [IJHHHH]76. ^ is to £! as O is to: iD, 20,3G, 4 [7, 5CZ1H00IT1077. A drizzling rain fell without A word for the blank is:1 beginning, 2 opposite, 3 intermission, 4 length,5 moisture [ilEHSB78. Add is to subtract as humble is to: 1 rich, 2 happy,3haughty, 4 mild, 5 ill [IIHI0II1079. 1 IS to —1 as I IS to. l"^, 2"^, 3^", 4[Z,
56. The daughter of my father has a son. My father is her
son’s: 1 grandfather, 2 uncle, 3 father, 4 cousin, 5 great-
uncle II10SB0
57. 6295374825639824538653794 In this number, how
many 5’s come just before a 3? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4four, 5 five [USSIIIII]
58. To serve as a drink a substance must be: 1 cool. 2 hot,3light, 4 liquid, 5 good [IIBSBII]
59. 65435278451652872357625485 In this number, how
many 5’s are followed by a 2? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4four, 5 five BSIIIBB
60. A vertebrate always has: 1 legs, 2 toes, 3 arms, 4 teeth,
5 backbone HSLIlBEl]
61. Masculine is the opposite of: 1 bitter, 2 easy, 3 mimical,
4 sturdy, 5 feminine [i]0[l][i][I]
62. “If a camel gets his nose in the tent, his body will soon
follow” means about the same as: 1 Things passed
should not be mentioned. 2 Poverty and anger do not
agree. 3 Give him an inch and he’ll take a mile. 4 Know
thyself. 5 He wears a veil upon a veil [T10BSE
63. The father of my mother’s father is my: 1 uncle, 2 grand¬
father, 3 great-grandfather, 4 great-great-grandfather,
5 great-uncle [I1LIIS0E
64. A coward always lacks: 1 friends, 2 courage, 3 purpose,4enemies, 5 sense [UHLIISCI]
65. minutes hour make an sixty If these words were
arranged to make a good sentence, what would be the
first letter of the first word? 1 m, 2 h, 3 a, 4 s, 5 y [I] 0 S 0 HI66.O is to O as □ is to: lO, 2n, 3O, 40,
50: 00000
50 00000
80. A creditor always has: 1 a debtor, 2 money, 3 loans,
4 bonds, 5 a bank 00000
81. 0 is to I as 0 is to: iL, 20, 30, 40,
50 00000
82. A road always has: 1 dust, 2 gravel, 3 cement, 4 grass,
5 dimensions 00000
83. LU istoLJ as m is to: 1U7, 2^1^, 3^, 4n,
51—I 00000
84. “Trees often transplanted seldom prosper” means
about the same as: 1 Hearsay is half lies. 2 A rolling
stone gathers no moss. 3 Dance and you pay the piper.
4 Slow work produces fine goods. 5 Great artists have
no country 00000
85. To insinuate is to: 1 devise, 2 err, 3 convict, 4 hint,
5 officiate 00000
86. O is to O as I 1 is to: 1 D, 20, 30, 40, 500 00000
87. Accumulate is the opposite of: 1 nice, 2 accommodate,3dissipate, 4trust, 5 sew. 00000
88. Energetic means about the same as: 1 sorry, 2 sleepy,3forceful, 4 happy, 5 brave 00000
89. “Occasions, like clouds,-pass away” means about the
same as: 1 Opportunity knocks but once. 2 Rainy days
are dreary. 3 It’s no use to hammer cold iron. 4 Strew
no roses before swine. 5 Soon ripe, soon rotten 00000
90. Superfluous is the opposite of: 1 certain, 2 essential,3ambiguous, 4petit, 5 succinct 00000 Teacher,DatePupil
<!
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THE CLAPP-YOUNG SELF-MARKING TESTS
Patented March 19, 1920
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THE HENMON-NELSON TESTS
OF MENTAL ABILITY-Form A
Elementary School Examination . Grades 3-8
By V. A. C. Henmon, Ph.D., Chairman of the Department of Psychology
University of Wisconsin, and M. J. Nelson, Ph.D., Dean of the
Faculty of Education, Iowa State Teachers College
Copyright, 1931, by V. A. C. Henmon and M. J. Nelson
DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT: The three Practice Exercises in the next column
at the right are given so that you may see how to do the test.1.What day comes next after Tuesday? 1 Saturday,2Thursday, 3 Wednesday, 4 Monday, 5 Simday 00000
Practice Exercise 1. Boys like to play: 1 ball, 2 state, 3 dust, 4 never.
6 blue 00000
Which word tells what it is boys like to play? ‘‘ ball ” is the right answer.
What is the number of the word “baU”? The number is “ 1.” Make a
mark like this X in the square that contains the 1.
Practice Exercise 2. lam downtown. A word for the blank is:
1 able, 2 see, 3 country, 4 going, 5 color • 00000
Mark in the square that you think should be marked. You should have
marked in the square numbered 4.
Practice Exercise 3. | | is to I I as O is to: 1 /\ , 2 □ .
3 O', 4'=^, 5[] ^ 00000
What is the number of the right answer? The answer, of course, is num¬
ber 3, since a square is to a smaller square as a circle is to a smaller circle.
Make your mark in the square numbered 3.
During the test, if you find that you have made a mistake and marked
in the wrong square, do not erase your mark, but simply draw a circle
around it and then mark in the right square.23.Large means the same as: 1 top, 2 long, 3 wide, 4 great,
5 striking -.00000
2. The butcher sells: 1 beef, 2 cedar, 3 pencils, 4 glasses,
5 rye , 00000
3. A table always has: 1 drawers, 2 legs, 3 cloth, 4 cover¬
ings, 5 paint 0000014. Tiny means: 1 great, 2 old, 3 sorry, 4 safe, 5 small.. 00000
o
5. Which one of the numbers below is the smallest?
(1) 3817, (2) 5639, (3) 9211, (4) 6537, (5) 2743 00000
6. This.... the coldest day of the year. 'Which word should
be in the blank: 1 can, 2 is, 3 not, 4 day, 5 may 00000
0, 7. Velvet is a kind of: 1 deed, 2 cloth, 3 brush, 4 picture,
< 5 leather 00000
8. The mother bird was .... her young. A word for the
blank is: 1 looking, 2 needy, 3 stupid, 4 careful, 5 feed¬
ing 00000
9. Which one of these numbers is the largest? (1) 42316,
(2) 17989, (3) 26895, (4) 37897, (5) 55755 0000010.Which word does not belong with the others? 1 north,2south, 3 west, 4 night, 5 east 00000 24. Which of the following is the shortest time? 1 second,2hour, 3 century, 4 month, 5 week 0000025. Which word does not belong with the others? 1 orange,2 red, 3 green, 4 circle, 5 black 0000026. Which month comes just before March? 1 April,2 September, 3 May, 4 February, 5 August 0000027. Toe is to foot as finger is to: 1 shoe, 2 cap, 3 knee,4hand, 5 arm 0000028.Which one of these numbers is next to the largest?(1)12761, (2)37654, (3)84972, (4)75643, (5)296540000029. From the distance came the .... of children singing.A word for the blank is: 1 silence, 2 sight, 3 happiness,4purpose, 5 soimd 0000030. 'Which of these words comes last in the dictionary?1 night, 2 perhaps, 3 after, 4 yes, 5 apron 0000031. The most important difference between a watch anda clock is that a watch: 1 runs faster, 2 is smaller,3ticks louder, 4 is gold, 5 costs more ; 0000011.Joy means the same as: 1 sleep, 2 happiness, 3 sorrow,4help, 5 noise 0000012.There was no .... of a storm. A word for the blank is:
d 1 sign, 2 school, 3 house, 4 a^ter, 5 sea 00000
.b 13. 'Which word does not belong with the others? 1 apple,
S 2 pear, 3 screech, 4 peach, 5 plum 0000014.When he awoke he was .... to find his dog gone. A
word for the blank is: 1 noticed, 2 sincere, 3 portly,4before, 5 surprised 0000015.Which word does not belong with the others? 1 pen,
2 rock, 3 paper, 4 ink, 5 pencil 0000016.At a dinner there is always: 1 a tablecloth, 2 cutlery,3company, 4 merriment, 5 food 0000017.The high .... were rugged and bare. A word for the
blank is: 1 valleys, 2 seas, 3 mountains, 4 lights,5storms 00000
18. Which word does not belong with the others? 1 Monday,
2 April, 3 January, 4 May, 5 June 00000
19. Which of these words comes first in the dictionary?
1 apple, 2 long, 3 winter, 4 snow, 5 peach 00000
20. A sheet of music always has: 1 rhythm, 2 words, 3 notes,4covers, 5 players 00000
o 21. The days are long in summer and .... in winter. Which
“ word should be in the blank: 1 very, 2 short, 3 long,
4 almost, 5 snow 00000
22. Which word does not belong with the others? 1 in,
2 after, 3 before, 4 into, 5 snow 00000
32. Bird is to feathers as fish is to: 1 scales, 2 tails, 3 song,
4 beak, 5 mouth 00000
33. A fire always has: 1 wood, 2 coal, 3 gas, 4 warmth,
5 furnace 00000
34. The most important difference between a door and a
window is that a window: 1 is larger, 2 is stronger,
3 will always admit light, 4 isn’t necessary, 5 is heavier.. 00000
35. Which word does not belong with the others? 1 cup.
2 teaspoon, 3 knife, 4 fork, 5 tablespoon 00000
36. Every nation has an army to: 1 march in parades,
2 sail its ships, 3 protect its people, 4 help on farms,5wear uniforms 00000
37. To recover means to: 1 turn, 2 lead, 3 press, 4 inspect,5regain 00000
38. Artist is to picture as author is to: 1 brush, 2 inventor,
3 building, 4 book, 5 shop 00000
39. If the letters elicadet were arranged properly,
they would spell: 1 elucidate, 2 dedicate, 3 elegance,
4 elevate, 5 delicate 00000
40. Apple is to tree as currant is to: 1 bush, 2 thorn, 3 juice,
4 eat, 5 peach 00000
41. 8652476394278459328497543 In these numbers, how
many 4’s come just before a 9? 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4 four, 5 five 00000
42. If these words were arranged to make a good sentence,
with what letter would the second word begin? to like
girls with play dolls It, 2 g, 31, 4 w, 5 p 00000
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